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Abstract

 As Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith has described, “the collective memory of 

imperialism has been perpetrated through the ways knowledge about Indigenous peoples was 

collected, classified and then represented in various ways back to the West, and then, through the 

eyes of the West back to those who have been colonized.”  This research project will therefore 1

take an interdisciplinary approach to understand how comics books have become a medium of 

Indigenous resistance to and a remediation of popular media such as comics which often 

perpetrate racialized stereotypes as the dominant representation of indigeneity. Furthermore, this 

research will consider how the reclamation of the comic medium by Indigenous artists can thus 

be viewed as an expression of “visual sovereignty” by, not only speaking back to settler 

representations, but also strengthening Indigenous sovereignty by advocating for Indigenous 

cultural and political power.  This research will primarily focus on three texts — The 500 Years 2

of Resistance Comic by Gord Hill, Betty: The Helen Betty Osborne Story by David Alexander 

Robertson, and kitaskinaw 2350 by Chelsea Vowel — and consider how each of them enact 

visual sovereignty.  

 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing methodologies: Research and indigenous peoples. Zed   1

Books Ltd., 2013): 1-2.
 Raheja, 1942
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Preface 

My interest in Indigenous comics as an object of scholarly inquiry began in 2018 while I 

was an Undergraduate Student of International Relations at Western University. Up until this 

time, my post-secondary education had certainly touched on “Indigenous issues,” but was largely 

absent of Indigenous voices. That is, until I was assigned Gord Hill’s 500 Years of Resistance 

Comic Book in one of my Political Science classes. As a settler, this comic book prompted me to 

ask questions I had never considered before and interrogate why it was that I had rarely 

encountered Indigenous perspectives in my education.  This comic book did more to change my 

ways of thinking than the numerous other conventional texts I had read throughout my 

education, and it was the first to prompt me to think about my own complicity in settler 

colonialism. 

As I am writing this preface in 2020, I have witnessed many of my peers share the 

following comics on social media (see Figures 1 and 2) in relation to the Wet’suwet’en protests 

over the construction of the Coastal GasLink pipeline. 

iii

Fig. 1: Resistance @ Unist’ot’en, Gord Hill, 2016 Fig. 2: Untitled, Gord Hill, 2016. 



These comics perfectly encapsulate the power of Indigenous comics — they make a complex 

issue legible and easily sharable to those who are perhaps unable or unwilling to read a denser 

news article on the Wet’suwet’en protests while, at the same time, celebrating the history of 

Indigenous resistance and centring the work of Indigenous artists. The proliferation of these 

comics on social media suggests that many see Indigenous comics as pedagogically valuable to 

their own learning and hope to share this with their peers. Overall, as a settler, my knowledge of 

indigeneity will always be limited, but reading and studying Indigenous comics is one of the 

ways I can work towards developing some of this knowledge and I hope others continue to do 

the same. Furthermore, while reading and studying Indigenous comics has helped me develop a 

more critical form of conscientization this was not and could not be done in isolation. Indigenous 

comics have led me to explore the work of Indigenous artists in medium such as poetry, virtual 

reality installations, visual art, video games, and films, each of with has contributed in a unique 

way to my ongoing learning. 

iv



Introduction

The objective of this thesis is to examine contemporary works of comic books by 

Indigenous authors — with specific attention to the works of Gord Hill, David Alexander 

Robertson, and Chelsea Vowel.  Much of the current scholarship on Indigenous depictions in 3

comics focuses on the exploitation of Indigenous peoples within the art form. These studies 

outline how Western popular media often perpetrates racialized stereotypes as the dominant 

representation of indigeneity in settler culture. However, there remains a lack of scholarship on 

the role of Indigenous comics being created by Indigenous authors. These popular works 

challenge dominant historical narratives through an explicit focus on Indigenous histories, 

storytelling, and culture while addressing how common distortions in Western media have direct 

impacts on individual lives, cultures, and communities. While this is true for many different 

mediums, comic books are particularly useful to this end as they combine text with graphic 

images and are therefore typically more accessible to youth as well as those who either cannot or 

would otherwise be unwilling to devote significant time to learning about the legacies of settler 

colonialism. Furthermore, comics are a unique medium for the way they engage the reader, 

specifically through the process of “closure,” a concept that will be expanded upon in later 

chapters.

This research project seeks to identify and understand the ways Indigenous comic authors 

use the comic medium to reject the popular imagery of past comics and other media that portray 

Indigenous peoples and cultures as violent and damaged. Daniel Heath Justice (Cherokee) claims 

 I am guided by Indigenous scholars in my use of the term “Indigenous” throughout this text to refer to 3

the original inhabitants of a land, or lands, and their descendants. In the context of this thesis, the term is 
used to refer peoples who have encountered colonial expansion in what is now North America, Australia, 
and New Zealand. Where possible, I will indicate the specific nation the individual belongs to. See 
Chelsea Vowel’s “Just Don’t Call Us Late for Supper: Names for Indigenous Peoples” in Indigenous 
Writes for a more nuanced discussion of these terminologies.
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that, of these representation, the worst is the story of “Indigenous deficiency,” in which 

Indigenous peoples are depicted as in a “constant state of lack…lack of responsibility, lack of 

self-control, lack of dignity; it claims that we can’t take care of our children or families or selves 

because of constitutional absences in our character, or biology, or intellect.”  The comics 4

presented in these works tell entirely different kinds of stories, stories that assert Indigenous 

presence as alive and thriving in contemporary contexts and mediums that constitute a rejection 

of these settler representations. Comics are, in fact, a form of cultural continuity for Indigenous 

peoples, as noted by Anishinaabe scholar and comic creator Niigaanwewidam James Sinclair, 

“Graphic writing—now called comic books—are the oldest and most creative form of 

Indigenous writing. From rock faces to skin to panels and pages, comic books encapsulate 

histories and dreams of Peoples and nations.”  Therefore, while Indigenous comic books 5

frequently respond to settler misrepresentations and ongoing realities of settler colonialism, they 

are also part of the vast tradition of Indigenous storytelling and envisioning of Indigenous 

futurities. Thus, this thesis will make use of the framework of “visual sovereignty” — a concept 

coined by film scholar Michelle Raheja in her monograph Reservation Reelism, to refer to 

Indigenous artistic practices that “simultaneously address the settler population by creating self-

representations that interact with older stereotypes but also, more importantly…connects to 

larger aesthetic practices that work towards strengthening treaty claims and more traditional 

(although by no means static) modes of cultural understanding.”  For Reheja, sovereignty is 6

about more than legal discourse. She expands the boundaries of sovereignty to the arts, arguing 

 Daniel Heath Justice,. Why Indigenous literatures matter. (Wilfrid Laurier Univ. Press, 2018): 2-3.4

 Daigneault, Taylor Métis, Amy Mazowita, Candida Rifkind, and Camille Tahltan Callison. "Indigenous 5

Comics and Graphic Novels: An Annotated Bibliography." Jeunesse: Young People, Texts, Cultures 11, 
no. 1 (2019): i-xxxvi.
 Michelle H. Raheja, Reservation reelism: Redfacing, visual sovereignty, and representations of Native 6

Americans in film. (U of Nebraska Press, 2011): 19.
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for an inclusion of cultural acts that work towards “the flow of Indigenous knowledge about such 

key issues as land rights, language acquisition, and preservation, which narrativizes local and 

international struggles.”7

In light of this, it is important for this project to recognize that, while Indigenous comics, 

along with other Indigenous artistic practices, may engage with colonialism, this does not mean 

they should be reduced to being solely determined by colonialism.  While the responsive element 8

of many Indigenous comics is important to this analysis, considering these comics through a 

framework of visual sovereignty offers the possibility of engaging with settler misrepresentations 

of Indigenous people while, more importantly, considering how these comics “(intervene) in 

larger discussions of Native American sovereignty by locating and advocating for Indigenous 

cultural and political power both within and outside of Western legal jurisprudence.”  For 9

instance, many of the comics analyzed in this project work to centre Indigenous languages, 

suggest alternate ways of thinking about and living on the land, and teach about the resurgence of 

Indigenous tattooing practices, for example.  10

Therefore, this project asks how each of Gord Hill, David Alexander Robertson, and 

Chelsea Vowel’s comics express a form of visual sovereignty. This thesis will first establish the 

history of Indigenous representation in comics — considering representations by both 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous creators. This is important for contextualizing the recent surge in 

comics from Indigenous creators as well as providing a base for understanding how these comics 

are, in some ways, responding to these misrepresentations. Next, this thesis will consider how 

and why comics have become a medium of choice for Indigenous creators to tell stories, with a 

 Raheja, 194-196.7

 Justice, xix.8

 Raheja, 1949

 Raheja, 16010
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primary focus on their participatory nature. Lastly, this thesis will conclude with case studies of 

three comics — The 500 Years of Indigenous Resistance Comic by Gord Hill, Betty: The Helen 

Betty Osborne Story by David Alexander Robertson, and kitaskinaw 2350 by Chelsea Vowel. 

These works were chosen as their subjects concern the representation of Indigenous peoples in 

the past, present, and future, respectively and each will be explored in relation to visual 

sovereignty. Briefly, The 500 Years of Indigenous Resistance Comic by Gord Hill was chosen as 

it demonstrates the ways comics are pedagogically useful for interrogating representations of 

history and the ongoing normalization of settler colonialism. Next, Betty: The Helen Betty 

Osborne Story by David Alexander Robertson was chosen for its ability to to invite its audience 

to think critically about representations of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls 

(MMIWG) in the media and the way comics work to undermine settler claims of apathy of 

indifference regarding the crisis of MMIWG. Lastly, Chelsea Vowel’s kitaskinaw 2350 was 

chosen for its ability to respond to our apocalyptic present while, simultaneously, engaging the 

reader in imaging how we might bring about a decolonized future.

Literature Review — The History of Indigenous Representation in Comics 

 Academic scholarship on depictions of Indigenous peoples in comics and graphic novels 

is relatively sparse. While there is a substantial amount of scholarship on representations of 

Indigenous peoples in other popular media like film and television, such as in the work of 

Michelle Raheja, Jacquelyn Kilpatrick, Elise Marrubio, and Angela Aleiss, the academic study of 

comics and graphic novels by Indigenous creators is still relatively new.  However, while 11

academic attention to the subject is limited, comics and graphic novels are increasingly 

 Raheja, Reservation reelism; Jacquelyn Kilpatrick, Celluloid Indians: Native Americans and Film. (U 11

of Nebraska Press, 1999.)
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becoming a medium of choice for Indigenous writers and illustrators to tell stories. For instance, 

Moonshot: The Indigenous Comics Collection, the first edited collection of comic stories by 

Indigenous creators, recently released its 3rd volume which includes works from authors such as 

David Alexander Robertson (Swampy Cree), Jay Odjick (Algonquin), and Richard Van Camp 

(Tłı̨chǫ).  As well, Native Realities, a comic book publisher that specializes in Indigenous 12

comics, created the first ever Indigenous Comic Convention in New Mexico, which is now 

running for its third year and expanding to Australia.  Therefore, while academic scholarship 13

might be limited, there is no shortage of Indigenous creators who work within the comic medium 

as well as fans who are eager to read these works.  

 It is important to first establish exactly what defines comics and graphic novels. 

Generally, comics is an umbrella term for a medium composed of pictorial images and words 

juxtaposed in deliberate sequence, while graphic novel is the term for book-length works of 

comic art and, although it includes the word ‘novel,’ it is often expanded in scope to include non-

fiction works such as history, biographies, and memoirs.  Overall, academic literature on the 14

history of Indigenous representation in comics comes from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

scholars. The trend in the literature begins with seeking to understand misrepresentations of 

indigeneity in the medium and progresses to trying to understand how and why Indigenous 

comic creators have worked to reclaim the medium as well as innovate within it.  

 Overall, the history of Indigenous representation in settler comic books is fraught to say 

the least. As Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith has described, “the collective memory of 

 “MOONSHOT The Indigenous Comics Collection VOLUME 3!” Kickstarter, 2018, 12

www.kickstarter.com/projects/1350078939/moonshot-the-indigenous-comics-collection-volume-3.
 “Indigenous Comic Con 2018.” I-CON18, www.indigenouscomiccon.com/.13

 Scott McCloud, Understanding comics: The invisible art. (Harper Collins, NY, 1993): 20.14
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imperialism has been perpetrated through the ways knowledge about Indigenous peoples was 

collected, classified and then represented in various ways back to the West, and then, through the 

eyes of the West back to those who have been colonized.”  In light of this, popular settler media 15

that includes representations of Indigenous peoples such as comics, video games, movies, and 

television, often perpetrates racialized stereotypes as the dominant representation of indigeneity 

in settler culture. As Michael Sheyahshe, Caddo scholar and author of Native Americans in 

Comic Books, says “Whether it’s the whooping, attacking horde of Indians in the early ‘cowboy’ 

movies, the notion of Native American as a crack-shot and/or expert tracker in comics, or the 

continued (mis)representation in video games…pop culture media serves to mirror the emotional 

consensus of how mainstream America sees us” and comic books are no exception.  16

  One of the earliest texts concerning Indigenous representation in comics come from 

Comanche scholar Cornell Pewewardy’s 2002 article “From Subhuman to Superhuman.”  The 17

article illustrates how representation of Indigenous peoples in comics has generally been in-line 

with other mainstream media. Pewewardy provides an overview of of common stereotypical 

depictions of Indigenous people in popular media — including white people who “play Indian,” 

the “warrior figure,” the “noble savage,” and the “medicine man” — then claims that these 

stereotypes are also present in comics.  He argues that, over time, Indigenous peoples have gone 18

from being depicted as background characters to becoming superheroes themselves but, despite 

this change, both representations fall in line with the popular stereotypes he outlines. For 

 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing methodologies: Research and indigenous peoples. Zed   15

Books Ltd., 2013): 1-2.
 Elizabeth LaPensée, “Interview with Michael Sheyahshe.” Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace,  16

2009, www.abtec.org/blog/?p=118.
 Cornell D. Pewewardy. “From subhuman to superhuman: Images of first nation peoples in comic 17

books.” SIMILE: Studies in Media 7 Information Literacy Education, 2002, 1-9.
 Pewewardy, 4.18
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instance, he claims that, while “Marvel Comics has introduced eight First Nations characters 

over the years, this seemingly positive development is dulled by the stereotypes to which the 

characters adhere.”  He is specifically concerned with the fact that, despite being set in futuristic 19

contexts still depict Indigenous characters as entrenched in the past. Overall, Pewewardy’s 

criticism and analysis of Indigenous representation in comics in this brief article proves to hold 

true even in longer monograph-length studies of the subject and remains important for 

contextualizing and anticipating the recent surge of comics by Indigenous creators. 

 While non-Indigenous scholar Bradford Wright’s Comic Book Nation, written in 2001, is 

not specifically concerned with Indigenous representation in comics, his book is important for its 

ability to answer questions raised by Pewewardy’s article. While Pewewardy makes the point 

that more representation of Indigenous peoples in mainstream comics did not result in any less 

misrepresentation, the question of why this greater level of inclusion occurred at all is 

unanswered. Wright’s primary argument is that the pre-eminent factor shaping comic book 

production has been the commercial motive to appeal to a paying audience.  He finds that, until 20

around the 1960s, the primary function of non-white characters in comics fell into one of three 

categories: the racial threat, the childlike dupe, and the sidekick — depending on what comic 

book creators perceived their audience would want given the prevailing socio-political context. 

For instance, in his analysis of World War II-era comics, he notes that unity is the prevailing 

theme of the times, thus Indigenous people in comics were depicted as needing to abandon their 

“traditional hostility towards Americans for the sake of the national war effort.”  For example, 21

 Ibid., 7.19

 Bradford W. Wright, Comic book nation: The transformation of youth culture in America. (JHU  20

Press, 2001): xv.
 Wright, 54.21
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in the comic Spy-Smasher, a Japanese agent “masquerades as an American Indian” and tries to 

exploit their “traditional hostility towards Americans” to get them to turn on the Americans.  22

Therefore, comics during this era typically illustrate Indigenous peoples as a liability to national 

security, as they are often represented as easily duped by the enemy and thus of lower 

intelligence and in need of a lesson in national unity. The text continues to outline the ways that 

American comic books changed in relation to major historical events in order to keep with the 

times and remain profitable, and this included changing the way they portrayed minority 

populations. This demonstrates that, according to Wright, the stereotypes Pewewardy chronicled 

are an intentional attempt to generate profit according to what comic book creators perceived to 

be the prevailing national sentiment.  

 On the subject of increased representation, Wright argues that, in the 1970s, comics 

publishers “took some inspiration from the awakening of multiculturalism and the transformation 

of popular assumptions about race and gender.”  This change was sparked by movements like 23

the Civil Rights Movement as well as the American Indian Movement. This shift first began with 

the inclusion of more African American superheroes, beginning with Marvel’s “Luke Cage.”  24

This was followed by additional efforts to introduce other superheroes to improve 

“multiculturalism,” such as Marvel’s first Indigenous superhero “Red Wolf,” a Cheyenne 

superhero who appeared in only 9 issues beginning in 1970 and conforms to the stereotype of 

Indigenous people being frozen in time as his story is exclusively set in the “Old West”  (See 25

Figure 3). Marvel followed this by attempting to create another Indigenous character named 

 Wright, 54.22

 Wright, 247.23

 Wright, 249.24

 Wright.25
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“Thunderbird,” who was “deeply hostile towards white society” including his teammates and 

killed off after three appearances.  Overall, Wright notes that, at the time, “even open-minded 26

white writers found it difficult to portray minority characters in a way that was not offensive or 

patronizing."  It is clear from this that the shift in increased representation of Indigenous 27

characters in comics that Pewewardy illustrated is simply the result of comics publishers trying 

to profit off the “trend” of multiculturalism, and perhaps inspired by the glorification of 

Indigenous peoples among settlers in the counterculture movement at time. However, they 

attempted to make this change while not ever considering the overwhelming whiteness of their 

own staff. Therefore, this superficial attempt at improved multiculturalism, driven purely by 

profit motives, simply resulted in the reproduction of racist stereotypes on a larger scale. 

 Wright, 249.26

 Wright.27

9

Fig. 3: Red Wolf vs. The Masked Avenger. Red 
Wolf no. 5, January 1973. 



 Cado scholar Michael Sheyahshe’s Native Americans in Comic Books is the first and only 

monograph-length study of the subject of Indigenous representation in comics.  The text charts 28

how Indigenous characters have been represented in comics by categorizing these 

representations under well-known stereotypes which form the basis for each chapter. Some 

stereotypes Sheyahshe analyzes are: “the Mohican Syndrome” (which involves white characters 

“playing Indian”) the “Indian as Sidekick,” the “Indian’s Sidekick” (Indigenous superheroes who 

are only allowed to have animal sidekicks), and the “Instant Shaman.”  Sheyahshe draws 29

heavily on analysis of Indigenous representation done by film scholars, specifically the work of 

Jacquelyn Kilpatrick, as he notes that many of the stereotypes present identified in film can be 

carried over to comic books as well as traced back to earlier literary origins which are explored 

more thoroughly in Kilpatrick’s work.  This commonalities between representation in film and 30

comic books are especially relevant considering that several Native American comic book 

characters, with the most infamous case being Tonto from The Adventures of the Lone Ranger 

comics, have found their way into films as well. Overall, Sheyahshe has essentially created a 

catalogue where he classifies Indigenous characters into categories, examines to what extent 

these representations conform to harmful stereotypes, and gives his overall assessment of the 

character.  

 While Sheyahshe’s text considers nearly 100 unique characters, his analysis of Marvel’s 

Red Wolf in particular raises many noteworthy points about Indigenous representation in comics. 

Sheyahshe classifies Red Wolf within the category of “Multiethnic Heroes” which typically 

 Michael Sheyahshe, Native Americans in Comic Books: A Critical Study. McFarland, 2013.28

 Sheyahshe, 20. 29

 Sheyahshe, 205-206.30
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involves characters who suffer as a result of their mixed heritage.  While Red Wolf is Cheyenne 31

by birth, his family was brutally murdered by “pony soldiers” when he was young.  He was then 32

adopted by a white family who often espoused racist views about Indigenous peoples and were 

eventually murdered by a group of Indigenous renegades.  As a result, Red Wolf does not feel a 33

sense of belonging with either his biological or adopted community, as he states “Nether am I 

white man nor red. I am man — a brother and protector to all peoples!”  Overall, despite the 34

existence of some stereotypes like the Old West setting, Sheyahshe finds Red Wolf to do a fairly 

good job of portraying Indigenous people in a complex and nuanced way. Specifically, he finds 

that Red Wolf is notable because he touches on, not unproblematically, the important topic of 

negotiated status and the complex question of what it means to claim identity or membership as 

an Indigenous person.  However, there remains the issue of Red Wolf appearing in only 9 comic 35

issues, likely due to lack of sales, a point that Wright makes as well. Sheyahshe offers an 

interesting explanation for this, arguing that the decision to depict Indigenous characters as 

frozen in time set them apart from nearly every other comic book superhero, and it is possible 

that comic books set in the past simply did not resonate with audiences in the same way 

contemporary or futuristic settings did.  This makes Sheyahshe’s work the only one to offer a 36

reason why comics with Indigenous characters often did not sell well and were frequently 

cancelled or killed off after a few issues and his suggestion seems plausible as Indigenous 

 Sheyahshe, 28.31

 Ibid, 30.32

 Ibid.33

 Ibid.34

 Ibid., 36.35

 Ibid., 29.36

11



characters who are not represented as stuck in time, like New Mutants’ Dani Moonstar for 

example, appear to be commercially successful.  37

 While some might excuse the harmful stereotypes that were prevalent in these comics as 

a product of their time, it is important to note that comics with these exact stereotypes continue 

to be produced and receive significant critical praise. Take, for instance, Jason Aaron and R.M 

Guéra’s reservation-based graphic novel Scalped, which was released in instalments between 

2007-2012 and published by Vertigo Comics.  The premise of the comic is often colloquially 38

summarized as “Sopranos on the rez” and, as such, it features a tremendous amount of graphic 

violence and focuses primarily on the prevalence of organized crime, drug addiction, and 

alcoholism on the fictional Prairie Rose Indian Reservation.  Interestingly, Aaron claims that his 39

inspiration for the comic was his reading about the American Indian Movement and the life of 

Leonard Peltier (represented by Lawrence Belcourt in the graphic novel), an Indigenous activist 

who was arrested for the murder of two FBI agents in a shootout at Pine Ridge reservation in 

1975 while protecting citizens on the reservation from unlawful police attacks.   40

 While Peltier’s youth did feature many run-ins with the law as depicted in the graphic 

novel, he comments that his own experience with the law brought him to the following 

conclusion: “I’m seven or eight by now and beginning to understand the meaning of hate and 

racism. It seemed as if all white people hated us, and I was beginning to hate just as much.”  So, 41

while Peltier/Belcourt is a celebrated anti-hero in Scalped, his actions are not understood in the 

 Sheyahshe, 220.37

 Jason Aaron,  Scalped Vol. 1: Indian Country. Vertigo, 2007.38

 Rob Schmidt “SCALPED: Another Comic Book Gets Indians Wrong.” Blue Corn Comics, 2007, 39

www.bluecorncomics.com/scalped.htm.
 Vaneta Rogers, “Jason Aaron - Sticking With 'Scalped'.” Newsarama, 2008, www.newsarama.com/40

1313-jason-aaron-sticking-with-scalped.html.
 Quoted in Peter Matthiessen, In the Spirit of Crazy Horse (New York: Penguin Books, 1992), 44.41

12



context of resistance to colonial violence but, rather, as part of the spectacle of violence that 

occurs on the reserve. As Rob Schmidt, founder of Blue Corn Comics (an independent publisher 

of Indigenous comics) puts it: “Sure, many reservations have gangs, drugs, and violence, but 

they also have schools, clinics, and businesses. More to the point, they have traditions, beliefs, 

and ceremonies—none of which are evident in Scalped.”  This kind of representation falls in 42

line with what Eve Tuck (Unangax̂) calls “damage-centred” research, as she urges those who 

seek to document the oppression of Indigenous communities to “consider the long-term 

repercussions of thinking of ourselves as broken.”  While Scalped is not an academic research 43

paper and does not attempt to claim historical accuracy, it falls into the trap of portraying 

Indigenous peoples as either victims or perpetrators and turns spaces like a reservation into 

“spaces saturated in the fantasies of outsiders” and damage-centred narratives like this have the 

potential inflict real harm.  44

 The potential of comics to have real-world impacts goes beyond just their historically 

fraught representation of Indigenous characters. Notably, popular comics have been shown to 

contribute to developing a hegemonic view of the nation state.  For instance, in his analysis of 45

the comic book Tintin in the Congo, Leonard Rifas argues that comics “do not present a simple, 

consistent, ‘ideological position,’ but rather an arena in which heroes and villains, and other 

characters continuously work through issues and conflicts in the form of stories.”  Rifas 46

 Schmidt, “SCALPED: Another Comic Book Gets Indians Wrong.”42

 Eve Tuck “Suspending damage: A letter to communities." Harvard Educational Review 79, no. 3 43

(2009): 409.
 Tuck, 412.44

 Jason Dittmer, “The tyranny of the serial: Popular geopolitics, the nation, and the comic book 45

discourse.” Antipode, 39(2), (2007): 247–68.
 Leonard Rifas, “Ideology, The Construction of Race and History in Tintin in the Congo,” in Duncan, R. 46

& Smith, M. J. Critical Approaches to Comics: Theories and Methods., (New York, NY: Routledge 
2012): 225.
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continues by arguing that comics typically require that ideas come out on top, thus “winning 

hegemony.”  Typically, the enemy or villain in a superhero comic is cast as the enemy of the 47

nation, and this process contributes to creating a uniform national identity by constructing it 

against the enemy of the frequently racialized and foreign Other.  While comics may seen like 48

an innocuous medium, it is exactly this trait that allows comics to function as a form of “banal 

nationalism” through which a sense of national belonging (and othering) is signalled.  49

 In the North American context, the Captain America comics are the most obvious 

example of how comics contribute to the hegemonic view of the nation and its global role as a 

“liberator.”  As one scholar explains, “Captain America's willingness to die for his country 50

illustrates the essential centrality of the nation to him and, by extension, to every American 

reading the comic book. Support for the geopolitical objectives of American exceptionalism 

becomes an understood, tacit extension of citizenship.”  Furthermore, while many associate this 51

version of Captain America with WW2-era comics, Marvel continues to produce Captain 

America comics that spread the message that not having pride in the nation state makes you the 

enemy of the nation (see Figure 4).  Additionally, it is not uncommon for readers, especially 

youth, to fantasize about being Captain America, even going as far as dressing up like him, and 

thus connecting themselves to the construction of the nation in their imaginaries.  While these 52

forms of banal nationalism have wide-ranging implications, of particular interest in this context 

is how they work in the service of settler colonialism and entrench settler understandings of 
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ownership over and entitlement to land.  Specifically, comics like Captain America normalize 53

settler claims to territory as the images of American territory throughout the comics become the 

way for the readers to understand their common connection to the nation.  Overall, superhero 54

comics like Captain America should be viewed as complicit in the colonial process of occupying 

and claiming land.  55

 Amanda Murphyao and Kelly Black. "Unsettling settler belonging:(Re) naming and territory making in 53

the Pacific Northwest." American Review of Canadian Studies 45, no. 3 (2015): 316.
 Dittmer, “Captain America’s Empire,” 634.54

 Margery Fee, Literary Land Claims: The “Indian Land Question” from Pontiac’s War to Attawapiskat. 55

(Wilfrid Laurier Univ. Press, 2015): 4.
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Fig. 4: Captain America takes on The Flag 
Smasher. Gruenwald, M .and Neary, P., Deface 
the nation. Captain America no 312 (1985):18. 



 In a Canadian context, though significantly less commercially successful, the Captain 

Canuck comic book series can be seen as fulfilling a similar function. Written in 1975 and set in 

the futuristic 1993, the comic imagines a future in which Canada is the most important country in 

the world.  Beyond simply normalizing settler claims to territory as in the Captain America 56

comics, Captain Canuck also furthers the idea that Canada is celebratory of multiculturalism — 

despite the fact that these cultural differences are only able to be celebrated as long as they fit 

into the nationalist vision of Canada.  Overall, the message being that a strong Canada is only 57

possible when diverse multicultural groups put their absolute trust in the government, allowing 

authority to prevail in the end.  

 In addition, the first ever known Canadian superhero was the protagonist of non-

Indigenous comic artist Adrian Dingle’s Nelvana of the Northern Lights, produced from 1941 to 

1947, and inspired by an Inuit mythological figure named Nelvana (see Figure 5).  58

 Jason Dittmer and Soren Larsen. "Captain Canuck, audience response, and the project of Canadian 56

nationalism." Social & Cultural Geography 8, no. 5 (2007): 739
 Ibid., 745.57

 John Bell, Invaders from the North: How Canada Conquered the Comic Book Universe.   58

(Dundurn, 2006): 60.
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Fig. 5: Adrian Dingle’s rendering of Nelvana. 
Dingle, Adrian. Nelvana of the Northern Lights. 
Ed. Hope Nicholson and Rachel Richey. San 
Diego: IDW Publishing, 2014. 



While America is generally considered to dominate the comic book industry, during the Second 

World War the introduction of the War Exchange Conservation Act of 1940 banned the import of 

non-essential goods into Canada — including comic books.  This created a market for comic 59

books produced in Canada and marked the beginning of what many consider to be the Golden 

Age of Canadian Comics, lasting from 1941-1946.  With this came the creation of the first 60

Canadian comic book superhero — Nelvana of the Northern Lights. In his history of the 

Canadian comic book industry, Invaders from the North: How Canada Conquered 

the Comicbook Universe, John Bell traces the origins of Nelvana to Franz Johnston, a member of 

the Group of Seven, who shared with Dingle the story of an elderly “Inuit mythological figure” 

named Nelvana that he learned of while visiting the Arctic.  Significantly, Bell also makes the 61

following claim: “while Nelvana personified the North, she was not Inuit, but rather belonged to 

a long line of white queens and goddesses who had appeared in popular culture…”  Overall, 62

while Bell’s book is merely meant to be a overview of Canadian comics landscape, it is 

important to take a more critical look at this statement. 

 In non-Indigenous scholars Jason Dittmer and Soren Larsen’s article “Aboriginality and 

the Arctic North in Canadian Nationalist Superhero Comics” they provide a far more critical 

understanding of Nelvana’s creation and development.  First of all, they note that Dingle’s 63

decision to co-opt the story of an Inuk figure and adapt her to fit overwhelmingly white and 

sexualized genre conventions was a form of “commodifying and domesticating Indigenous 

 Bell, 43.59

 Bell, 44.60

 Bell, 60.61

 Bell, 63.62
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Comics,” 1940-2004. Historical Geography, 38, 2000, 52-69.
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culture.”  This makes Nelvana of the Northern Lights one of the many media works that 64

presents Indigenous women as hyper-sexualized and thus sexually available. These stereotypes, 

both in the news and in popular media like comics, spread misconceptions about Indigenous 

women’s sexual availability and thus these representations can be seen as contributing to the 

spread of sexual violence.  Mohawk anthropologist Audra Simpson claims that Indigenous 65

women’s bodies have always been rendered as less valuable because of what they represent — 

land, reproduction, kinship, governance, and an alternative to heteronormative rule. She argues 

“their bodies carry a symbolic load because they have been conflated with the land and are thus 

contaminating to a white, settler social order.”  Therefore, as argued by Indigenous film scholar 66

Elise Marubbio, the conquest of Indigenous land and the conquest of the Indigenous female body 

are both integral to the settler colonial project.  Overall, Nelvana of the Northern Lights is one 67

example of the ways settler colonialism has been and continues to be a gendered process and her 

over-sexualized presentation should be understood alongside the relationship between 

Indigenous women’s bodies and settler claims to land. 

 Furthermore, Nelvana becomes a stand-in for Canadian paternalism as her role in the 

comics of “protector of the Inuit” often amounts to her protecting the Inuit people from 

themselves. For instance, the comics frequently portray the Inuit as a weak link in Canadian 

defence as Japanese soldiers try to turn them against their colonizers, only to be foiled by 

 Dittmer and Larsen, 57.64
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Nelvana.  Overall, Nelvana demonstrates how comics have not only depicted Indigenous 68

peoples in problematic ways, but also casts the Canadian nation state as an agent of benevolent 

paternalism. Comics such as Nelvana of the Northern Lights and Captain Canuck work to 

normalize the idea that Canada was and is a benevolent state. This myth of Canada as a 

benevolent peacemaker continues to inform the actions and attitudes of many Canadians and 

works to make invisible the power relations that define settler-colonial violence.  69

 More recently, Secret Path, a graphic novel created by two non-Indigenous artists, Gord 

Downie, lead singer for the Tragically Hip, and Jeff Lemire, was released in 2016 to a significant 

amount of fanfare. The graphic novel attempts to tell the story of Chanie Wenjack, an Ojibwe 

youth who died in 1966 in his attempt to run away from a residential school. With the approval 

of Chanie Wenjack’s sisters, Downie wrote ten songs from the perspective of Chanie Wenjack, as 

fictionalized by Downie, and the lyrics of these songs make up the text of the graphic novel, 

which is accompanied by Lemire’s illustrations. All proceeds from the graphic novel’s sales are 

donated to the Gord Downie Secret Path Fund for Truth and Reconciliation via The National 

Centre for Truth and Reconciliation at The University of Manitoba.  70

  In Tahltan First Nation artist Cole Pauls’ zine “Indigeneity in Comics: Session I ‘The 

Indian’ in Comics” he commented on The Secret Path as being “one of the best non-native 

written comics about native people” and commends Downie for shedding light on the horrors of 

the Residential School system.  However, he also notes that his issues with the graphic novel 71

 Dittmer and Larsen, 62.68

 Paulette Regan, Unsettling the settler within: Indian residential schools, truth telling, and 69

reconciliation in Canada. (UBC Press, 2010): 84.
 Secret Path, https://secretpath.ca/70
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became apparent when he viewed the accompanying interview with the Wenjack family and 

Downie, in which his sisters “go into detail about the type of kid he was, how he would sing 

‘Ashes of Love’ and how they would dance to him singing it at night.”  It is with this that Pauls 72

realized he “didn’t like that this comic was just about Chanie’s death and didn’t focus on more of 

his life before Residential School because it kind of felt like a romanticized version of his 

death…”  Overall, while some may see comics like this as a step in the right direction, it is 73

notable that, what is likely the most commercially successful comic about Indigenous issues, 

remains centred on damage and neglects to enact the parts of visual sovereignty that require 

going beyond these representations. 

(Re)claiming Comics 

 Given this historical context, it is notable that comic books have become a thriving 

medium for Indigenous creators to tell their stories. According to Michael Sheyahshe, author of 

Native Americans in Comic Books, the misrepresentation of Indigenous peoples in popular 

culture like comics warrants the need for “Indigenous people [to] become more creatively 

involved in these various aspects of popular culture,” as he views popular culture to be just as 

important to modern storytelling as traditional art forms.  In fact, using comics to articulate 74

Indigenous resistance is not an entirely new phenomenon, as can be seen in this comic from 1976 

that comedically emphasizes the frustration Stó:lō peoples felt towards the bureaucracy of the 

land claims process (see Figure 6). Overall, the choice made by many Indigenous authors to tell 

their stories in comic book form illustrates the potential to reclaim the comic medium as a 

 Pauls, “Indigeneity in Comics”72
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medium of resistance as well as a celebration of Indigenous presence rather than one that causes 

harm and normalizes settler ignorance. 

 However, some scholars remain skeptical of the potential pedagogical impact of comic 

books. For instance, non-Indigenous scholar C. Richard King’s 2009 article, “Alter/native 

Heroes: Native Americans, Comic Books, and the Struggle for Self-Determination,” is one of the 

earliest to assert that the comic medium can also be taken-up to counter and question the 

misrepresentations of indigeneity perpetuated by comics.  He demonstrates this by analyzing 75

comic books such as Tribal Force, Peace Party, and Chickasaw Adventures, all of which are 

present in Sheyahshe’s book as well. With this, King illustrates, not only how these comics do 

not contain stereotypical representations of Indigenous characters, but how they can be seen as 

part of a reclamation project.  For instance, in Peace Party, the main characters capture the 76

diversity of modern Native American life as one character, Honanie is a lawyer who grew up in 

 C. Richard King, "Alter/native Heroes: Native Americans, Comic Books, and the Struggle for   75

Self-Definition." Cultural Studies? Critical Methodologies 9, no. 2 (2009): 214-223.
 Ibid., 222.76
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Fig. 6: A comedic Stó:lō perspective on the land 
claims process in which the Stó:lō community 
members wonder aloud about the usefulness of 
the meeting and proclaim “We want our land!” 
in the face of an overwhelming amount of “blah 
blah blah”’s from bureaucrats. Unknown artist, 
“Coqualeetza Land Claims” comic, March 1976, 
Kw’eqwalith’a magazine, Stó:lō Archives. (as 
cited in Knickerbocker, Madeline. “We Want 
Our Land,” The Chamberlain Society, 2014.)



the city and the other, Quyatt, was raised on the reservation and works as an artist.  As well, the 77

publisher’s website, Blue Corn Comics, contains comic book reviews and discussion boards that 

create a participatory environment for challenging the racism and colonialism central to 

misrepresentations of indigeneity.  However, while King’s article is one of the first to recognize 78

the potential of reclaiming the comic medium, he is also sceptical of its reach, stating “audience 

size and the childishness of the genre may curtail its import” — both claims that deserves to be 

interrogated.  79

 First of all, the perceived “childishness” of the genre has recently proved to increase 

readership rather than limit it. In non-Indigenous scholar Naomi Hamer’s article “Jumping on the 

‘Comics for Kids’ Bandwagon,” she makes the case that the increased cultural legitimacy of the 

comic as an artistic and literary form and changing perspectives on comics as learning tools have 

resulted in an increase of comics specifically targeted at young readers.  So, not only are comics 80

moving away from being perceived as “childish,” thanks in part to works like Art Spiegelman’s 

Maus or Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis, but the ability of comics to make difficult content 

accessible to young readers has been shown to increase the reach of comics.  Furthermore, a 81

number of educators have recognized this potential and introduced to comics into classrooms as 

they are an engaging form of “edutainment.”  Hamer specifically considers Swampy Cree 82

comic creator David Alexander Robertson’s 7 Generations: A Plains Cree Saga as an example of 

the ways the graphic novel format is also particularly effective in conveying the ways that 
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“history” is continuously relevant to the present.  She notes that the series visually layers the 83

protagonist’s narrative with his family history to reveal the multi-levelled relationship between 

historical and present-day experiences in the lives of Indigenous people.  Overall, according to 84

Hamer, the “childishness” of the genre is actually beneficial as the medium brings a level of 

accessibility to difficult subject matter and thus has a greater potential, not just for speaking back 

to stereotypical representations of Indigenous people in comics, but also for disrupting and 

challenging the dominant narrative of colonial history and its present-day legacies.  

 To return to Kings’s claim that limited audience size may curtail the impact of comics, 

non-Indigenous scholar Debra Dudek’s article, “‘Good Relationships Mean Good Lives’: 

Warrior-Survivor Identity/ies in David Alexander Robertson’s 7 Generations,” contends that 

limited readership is actually essential to the appeal of comics.  Dudek’s article is concerned 85

with the question of why so many Indigenous creators have taken up the medium of graphic 

novels in particular to tell their stories.  One of her claims is that the marginalization of the 86

graphic novel form allows creators to be subversive.  So, while King may see the limited 87

readership as a hinderance, Dudek sees this as a positive, as producing these stories in a more 

mainstream form could mean sacrificing radical and subversive content. However, Dudek also 

makes the claim that making connections between comic panels “assumes a sophisticated 

reader,” since comics are necessarily incomplete and require the reader to “fill in the gaps” left 
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between panels.  With this, a tension appears between her article and other aforementioned 88

scholars like Hamer who claims that the comic format is useful for the level of accessibility it 

brings to youth and those who were previously unfamiliar with the history and legacies of 

colonialism. For Dudek, the question of whether reading comics is actually more pedagogically 

challenging than reading a conventional novel or a film arises. With this, it is interesting to 

consider what is meant by the phrase “sophisticated reader.” Does this mean youth and those 

unfamiliar with the history of colonialism are excluded from reading and fully understanding 

these works? Furthermore, does the level of engagement required by comics actually open them 

up further to misreadings in the hands of unsophisticated readers?  

 An answer to these questions can be found in Sarah Henzi’s article “‘A Necessary 

Antidote’: Graphic Novels, Comics, and Indigenous Writing.”  Both Henzi and Dudek begin 89

their articles seeking to answer essentially the same question — why have graphic novels and 

comic books quickly become a medium of choice for a new generation of Indigenous writers? 

However, unlike Dudek who applies theories from the field of comic studies to understand these 

works, Henzi consults the justifications for taking up the medium that exist within the comics 

themselves. Specifically, she references Ward Churchill’s preface to Gord Hill’s 500 Years of 

Resistance Comic and his observation that “combining graphic and written narrative…allows 

him (Hill) to present a sweeping view of history, not only with impeccable accuracy, but very 

concisely and with extraordinary impact. This lends his (Hill’s) material an equally extraordinary 

accessibility, thereby making ‘the Big Picture’ available…to anyone willing and physically able 
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to look at it.”  Therefore, while Dudek argues that comics and graphic novels are increasingly 90

being taken up by Indigenous creators because they offer a sophisticated reading experience, 

Henzi argues that the intention has more to do with the accessibility it brings to those who either 

cannot or would otherwise be unwilling to learn about the legacies and history of colonialism — 

especially youth.  This does not mean comics and graphic novels cannot offer a more complex 91

and immersive experience to the “sophisticated reader” but, as the authors both concern 

themselves with the question of intent, it seems more likely the intent is to bring accessibility to 

difficult subject-matter given that those involved in the creation of the works themselves have 

articulated this.  

 This is also supported in Henzi’s analysis of Tłı̨chǫ writer Richard Van Camp’s graphic 

novels Kiss Me Deadly and Path of the Warrior, both part of the series of comics on health and 

social issues for Indigenous youth created in collaboration with the Healthy Aboriginal Network. 

The goal of these graphic novels was specifically to distribute them as widely as possible and 

free of charge to Indigenous youth to address growing issues of gang activity and violence in 

British Columbia, as well as misconceptions surrounding sexual health.  Overall, it appears that 92

there is no one answer as to why Indigenous creators have recently taken-up the medium of 

comics and graphic novels — perhaps some are created with a goal of fostering a small yet 

sophisticated reader-base, while others seek educate those unfamiliar with the legacies and 

history of colonialism, and others are specifically intended to reach Indigenous youth. 
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 Another added benefit of the comic form lies in its potential to more effectively recreate 

oral traditions than conventional written literature. As Thomas King explains, in written literature 

the audience not only loses the voice of the storyteller but they also lose “the gestures…the 

interaction between storyteller and audience.”   Furthermore, in Niigaanwewidam James 93

Sinclair’s anthology Manitowapow, he writes that “systems of writing have been used in 

Manitowapow since time immemorial. Often employed alongside oral traditions, these texts 

record interactions among people and express connections to animals, spirit beings, and other 

creatures” while images painted on rocks “represent the complex ecological and spiritual systems 

embedded in particular places.”   Overall, the practice in which Indigenous artists “spin the 94

binary between word and image,” a practice that Indigenous comic artists are partaking in, is one 

that is consistent with oral traditions and the assertion of visual sovereignty.    95

 In relation to comics specifically, non-Indigenous scholar Jessica Langston argues that 

there are four main similarities between oral storytelling and graphic novels: “both forms are 

often relied upon to pass on knowledge and educate younger generations; both forms express 

time as fluid; both forms feature adaptability to different socio-historical contexts and 

audiences…and both forms are highly interactive or collaborative between the teller and the 

audience, or between the images and the reader.” As well, Langston makes the interesting point 96

that reading a comic can result in a different experience each time, as there are typically multiple 

reading paths the reader can choose from, and this creates the potential for a comic to adapt to 
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the context of its setting.  Therefore, not only are comics a highly participatory medium and 97

useful for understanding the fluid nature of history, but these qualities also make them highly 

complementary to oral tradition.    

 The similarities between comics and oral tradition have also been elaborated on by 

several Indigenous comic artists themselves, such as Swampy Cree comic author David 

Alexander Robertson, who made the connection between comics and oral tradition clear in an 

interview in 2015:  

While we have an oral tradition, we now are finding new ways to pass down 
our stories to future generations. One of those ways is through the sequential 
art medium. It’s also through art, dance, music, and other forms of writing. 
But I think graphic novels and comics are the most effective. And I think 
that’s due to the format itself, and the visual nature of the medium. And it 
goes back, again, to how ancient this form of communication is. It’s taking 
it all the way back to wall paintings, the first way we communicated with 
each other and passed down stories. The old always becomes new again.  98

Overall, this demonstrates that comic books are one of the many mediums available to 

Indigenous creators to tell their stories in a new and innovative way, and the visual nature of 

comics allow them to bring in the elements of oral tradition that may be lost in the conventional 

novel. However, with the subject of trying to reach a wider audience, some may raise concern 

that mainstreaming for a wider audience is often “code for white audience, which is code for less 

angry, less political, more palpable” and this concern is worth considering.   99

 Fortunately, comics are an ideal format for guiding readers through difficult narratives 

because they create space for visual representation of experiences that are often considered 
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unspeakable.  This is because comics possess a quality of “visual permanence”  which gives 100

the reader complete control over how they engage with the work and access the story.  This 101

“visual permanence” is unique to comics and graphic novels as, unlike a film for instance, the 

time within the comic progresses at a pace chosen by the reader and they have control over 

which elements of the work they take in first — the images or the text. Also significant is that 

images are an essential tool in bridging linguistic, cultural, and generational gaps — a subject of 

increasing importance given that these gaps are often caused by shame, lack of education, and, 

importantly, governmental assimilation policies.  In Kwakwaka’wakw activist and comic book 102

author Gord Hill’s own words: 

This format is useful for reaching children, youth, and adults who have a hard 
time reading books or lengthly articles. We may use many diverse methods of 
communication — including newsletters, books, videos, music, posters, 
stickers, paintings, banners, and T -shirts — because no single one will be 
successful by itself.  103

Overall, the recent surge in Indigenous-made comics helps to bring the subject of Indigenous 

resistance into the public consciousness through their uniquely accessible and engaging form in a 

way that centres radical political content rather than downplaying it to reach a wider audience.  

 In addition to this, comics necessitate that their readers forge a connection between 

panels to render the narrative cohesive — a process that is termed “closure.”  This is done, in 104

particular, in the gutter of the comic — the blank spaces between panels that become a space 

where the reader typically projects causality and makes the passage of time in comics happen. 
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With this, the gutter becomes a space of “constitutive absence.”  This requires the reader to 105

become an active participant in the narrative by turning to absences in the text into substance, as 

they “mentally construct a continuous unified reality.”  Not only does this mirror the 106

participatory nature of oral tradition, but it also evokes a sort of responsibility and self-reflexivity 

on the part of the reader who is, in part, responsible for creating the story. 

 Furthermore, because of the hand-drawn nature of comics, it is worth considering the 

ways that illustrations differ from photographs, and the implications this difference has on 

reading comics. Illustrations are necessarily coded because they require a level of transformation 

on the part of the artist.  Because an artist cannot reproduce everything in a image, and this 107

image often becomes even further abstracted in comics, the artist must choose which details to 

centre as well as the level of detail and realism they will use. As Scott McCloud, author of the 

seminal Understanding Comics, explains, “by de-emphasizing the appearance of the physical 

world in favor of the idea or form, the cartoon places itself in the world of concepts. Through 

traditional realism, the comics artist can portray the world without--and through the cartoon, the 

world within…viewer-identification is a specialty of cartooning.”  By enabling artists to strip 108

an image down to its essential meaning, cartoons and comics could work to make content more 

accessible as well as to more clearly emphasize the point of view of the author. 

 Lastly, Indigenous comic creators have also worked to challenge the formal conventions 

of comics. One of the most striking examples of this work is in the creation of a new genre Haida 
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artist Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas labels “Haida manga” as an example.  This form of comic 109

combines traditional Haida art with the exaggerated illustrations found in manga (Japanese 

comics or graphic novels). For instance, while Haida art traditionally uses black formlines to 

“delineate design units,” Yahgulanaas transforms these formlines into comic gutters that separate 

the individual panels of the comic (See Figure 7).  Furthermore, by employing the use of the 110

formline rather than a conventional style of panels and gutters, Yahgulanaas creates a comic that 

is entirely nonlinear as each of the panels and images bleed into each other. Spier notes that this 

further amplifies the role of reader participation in the comic, a quality highlighted by several of 

the aforementioned authors, as the reader must take an active role in creating the story beyond 

simply filling in the gaps. Specifically, the reader gets to decide the order of the story and who 

the different elements of dialogue belong to.  Furthermore, Yahgulanaas’ work often neglects 111

dialogue altogether, allowing the reader to tell themselves the story of what is happening— 

eschewing any possibilities for straightforward reading and ensuring everyone has a unique 

reading experience, as is often the case with oral tradition.   Overall, this work is one of many 112

that demonstrates that Indigenous creators go beyond just “writing back” to stereotypical comics, 

rather, comics like Red “appropriate, adapt, and indigenize the comics form” and are 

demonstrative of the way Indigenous artists preserve traditions while embracing innovation in a 

way that furthers visual sovereignty.  113
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Fig. 7: Yahgulanaas presents his 
critique of the gutter as “empty 
space” (Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas in 
The Gutter.)



Case Study 1 — (Re)framing the Past: Gord Hill’s 500 Years of Resistance 

Comic 

 At the end of the G20 Summit in September of 2009, then Canadian Prime Minister 

Stephen Harper infamously declared that Canada has “no history of colonialism.”  In contrast, 114

calls to decolonize Canada from activist groups like Idle No More foreground the fact that, not 

only does Canada have a history of colonialism, but colonialism remains a daily reality in 

Canada. Despite this, many Canadians remain ignorant to the historical and contemporary 

realities of colonialism. More recently, the term settler colonialism has emerged as a framework 

distinct from other forms of colonialism. Settler colonialism differs from “external colonialism” 

in which the Indigenous peoples of a land are exploited and subjugated from a distance.  115

Instead, settler colonialism involves invasion and settlement by the colonizer and is an ongoing 

process — not an act that began and ended in the past. Tuscarora writer Alicia Elliot reflects on 

the tendency to ignore Canada’s settler colonial past and present, writing “I have never liked the 

phrase ‘History is written by the victors.’ I understand the idea behind it — that those in power 

will tell and retell stories in whatever ways flatter them best…but just because stories are 

unwritten for a time doesn’t mean they’ll be unwritten forever.”  One of the authors to working 116

to rewrite these stories is Kwakwaka’wakw activist and artist Gord Hill, specifically in his work 

The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book.  

 While The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book was published by Aresenal Pulp Press in 

2010, Hill has been creating activist comics through his own press, Warrior Publications, under 

 D. Ljunggren, “Every G20 nation wants to be Canada, insists PM.” Reuters. (2009) http://114
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the pen name “Zig Zag” for a number of years prior. Hill’s comics were also frequently 

distributed at radical bookstores and demonstrations around Vancouver even before they were 

collected into a unified book with the aim of reaching a larger audience.  The 500 Years of 117

Resistance Comic, in particular, presents the argument that the colonial history of the Americas 

suppresses the narrative of Indigenous resistance, claiming that this is an intentional strategy “to 

impose capitalist ideology on people, to pacify them, and to portray their struggle as doomed to 

failure.”   In response, Hill’s comics reclaim the comic medium to offer an anecdote to the 118

conventional history of the Americas by foregrounding Indigenous peoples sustained resistance 

to colonial violence. This chapter will consider how Hill’s strategic use of the comic form 

troubles the notion of the colonization of the Americas as complete and situated in the past by 

evoking a self-reflexivity in the reader that forces them to confront their own positionally within 

a settler-state. 

 Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith makes a compelling case for the significant project 

of rewriting the history of Indigenous peoples when she writes:  

Indigenous peoples want to tell our own stories, write our own versions, in 
our own ways, for our own purposes. It is not simply about giving an oral 
account or a genealogical naming of the land and the events which raged 
over it, but a powerful need to give testimony to and restore a spirit, to bring 
back into existence a world fragmented and dying. The sense of history 
conveyed by these approaches is not the same thing as the discipline of 
history, and so our accounts collide, crash into each other.  119

 Sean Carleton, "Drawn to change: Comics and critical consciousness." Labour/Le Travail 73,   117
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She continues to outline the principles that those who take up the task of rewriting the history of 

Indigenous peoples need to contest and problematize, including: the idea that history is a 

totalizing discourse, the idea that history is one large chronology, the idea that history is about 

development, that history can be told in one coherent narrative, and the idea that history as a 

discipline is innocent.  As has been demonstrated in prior chapters, comics have played a role 120

in constructing numerous myths about the history of colonization, specifically the myth of 

Canada as a benevolent peacemaker in comics like Nelvana of the Northern Lights and Captian 

Canuck. These myths continue to do harm by informing the actions and attitudes of many 

Canadians and making invisible the power relations that define settler-colonial violence. In 

response to this, Hill’s comics about Indigenous resistance assert a form of “visual sovereignty” 

as they engage the reader in contesting these reductive notions of history while advocating for 

Indigenous cultural and political power. 

 Firstly, Hill takes advantage of the cartoon-style of comic art, using his drawings to 

manipulate well-known historical images to transform the reader’s understanding of history. For 

instance, consider the famous Face-to-Face image from the Oka Crisis in comparison to Hill’s 

illustrated version of the image (see Figures 8 and 9, respectively). Briefly, the Oka Crisis was a 

land dispute in 1990 in Kahnawá:ke in which the Mohawk peoples faced off against Canadian 

police and military forces and in order to defend their traditional lands against the construction of 

a golf course. Through this drawing, Hill makes use of the hand drawn nature of comics to do 

what could likely not be done in a medium like film or literature because, as mentioned 

previously, illustrations necessarily require a level of coding on the part of the artist. In Hill’s 

 Smith, 29-30.120
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version, he’s transformed the face of the Canadian solider into a skull as well as painted his 

helmet with a Canadian flag. By doing this, Hill strips down the original image to its essential 

meaning, thus demonstrating the fact that cartooning is more than just a way of drawing but it is 

a way of seeing.  In this case, the audience clearly sees the Canadian soldier as an agent of 121

death and this is put into ironic juxtaposition with the cartoonish Canadian flag on his helmet — 

a stark contrast from aforementioned nationalist comics that uphold the myth of Canada as a 

benevolent peacemaker. This cartoon also exists in contrast to the original reception of this image 

in which the Mohawk protestors were cast as violent savages — here it is the Canadian soldier 

who is cast in the role of the aggressor. 

 

 McCloud 42-43.121
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Fig. 8: Face to Face, Shaney Komulainen, 1990.

Fig. 9: Gord Hill’s interpretation of the Face 
to Face photograph, Gord Hill, “Long Live 
the Warrior!,” Warrior Publications, 2000. 



 Furthermore, while all forms of visual media partake in the process of framing, comics 

visually manifest these frames on the page. So, while the typical reader of a Canadian history 

textbook, for instance, may not be inclined to think through how Indigenous history is 

represented on the page — what is included, what is excluded, what images may be staged or 

misrepresented — comics essentially foreground this very question as they are so evidently 

staged. For instance, referring back to Figure 7, its evident that Hill added the Warrior Flag to his 

illustration of the Face to Face photograph. By doing this, Hill takes complete control over the 

narrative framing of this familiar image by centring the Warrior Flag — a flag which has come to 

be known as a powerful symbol of Indigenous resistance.  While the subtext of resistance is 122

already clear in the original photo, Hill’s addition of the flag is demonstrative of the way comics 

call attention to the process of framing to make meaning from visual mediums. Another example 

of this appears on the first page of the comic, which is quite literally framed by the heading 

“1492: INVASION” (see Figure 10).  

Fig. 10: The framing of the events of 1492 continue at the bottom of the panel in which 
Christopher Columbus is painted as incompetent rather than a great discoverer. Hill, Gord, The 
500 Years of Resistance Comic, (Arsenal Pulp Press, 2010): 27. 

 Kahente Horn-Miller, "From Paintings to Power: The meaning of the Warrior Flag twenty years after 122

Oka." Socialist Studies: The Journal of the Society for Socialist Studies 6, no. 1 (2010): 97.
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As Hill wrote in a previous text: 

…there is a wide selection of museum exhibits, films, TV shows, books 
and many other products and activities focusing on Columbus and the 
“Discovery”, all presenting one interpretation of the 500 years following 
1492. The main thrust of this interpretation is that the colonization 
process—a process of genocide—has, with a few “bad spots,” been 
overall a mutually beneficial process.  123

 Thus, the visual framing of this single panel offers an anecdote to these accounts of history in 

which colonization is celebrated or framed as a discovery, while prompting readers to think 

critically about these narratives and the fact that history as a discipline is not innocent.  124

Therefore, comics can work to engage the reader in understanding the process of framing — 

what these frames include and exclude to create meaning  — and therefore help to build critical 

literacy skills that are useful for questioning hegemonic accounts of history.  125

 Furthermore, while The 500 Years of Resistance Comic is a comic about history, it also 

rejects the idea that history happens linearly and its firmly situated in the past. In Hill’s comics, 

the past, present, and future are simultaneously visible as, if the panel the reader is focused on is 

considered to represent the present, the past and the future remain visible in the periphery. Thus, 

comics visually represent time as fluid and experiential. This process is complementary to oral 

tradition, in which time is often demonstrated to be continuous and fluid, rather than moving 

chronologically forward in order to demonstrate the ways that the history of the colonization of 

the Americas is continuously relevant to the present.  This also parallels Indigenous 126

worldviews which consider time as part of a constant cyclical motion rather in contrast to the 

 Gord Hill, 500 years of Indigenous resistance. (PM Press, 2010): 6.123
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Western worldview in which time began in the past, progresses now in the present and move 

towards the future.  By problematizing the concept of linearity, Hill’s comics also work to 127

break down the idea that history is fundamentally the linear story of social progress —  this idea 

of society continually progressing being fundamental to the colonial imaginary.   128

 Importantly, The 500 Years of Resistance Comic is not in a chronological order. Part one 

of the book, entitled Invasion, and part two, entitled Resistance, cover overlapping time periods.  

Because of the way comics allow the reader to experience time all at once, Hill makes it clear 

with these two chapters that both invasion and resistance are part of our past, present, and future. 

This also works to reject the popular imagery that portrays Indigenous peoples and cultures as 

cemented in the past or destined for extinction. By symbolically representing the ways in which 

colonization is a daily reality rather than a feature of history, Hill also works to illustrate the way 

that settler-colonialism and the invasion of the Americas is an eliminatory structure rather than a 

single isolated event.  As well, this directly confronts those settlers who may acknowledge 129

wrongs were committed in the past against Indigenous peoples but proceed to cut this past off 

from the present, implying that at some point the settler-state “got itself sorted out and began 

dealing fairly with Indigenous peoples.”  Of course, along with the ways this theme is 130

symbolically represented in the comic, continued Indigenous resistance to colonialism is also 

represented literally in the text itself as Hill documents acts of resistance as recent as the 2006 

Grand River Land Dispute and ends on the statement, “Generation after generation, our people’s 
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resistance against European colonization has continued. Long live the warrior!.”  Furthermore, 131

by arranging these two sections, Invasion and Resistance, in two consecutive parts, Hill speaks 

back to comics like Red Wolf or Scalped that depict Indigenous peoples as violent without 

reason. In this context, the violent resistance of the colonized is seen in the context of a reaction 

to the violent military machine of the colonizers.  132

 As noted previously, comics necessitate that their readers forge a connection between 

panels to render the narrative cohesive through a process that is termed “closure.”  While 133

comics are not the only medium that is able to self-reflexively engage the reader, the process of 

closure is one that is unique to comics. Closure typically occurs in the gutters of the comic where 

the reader is encouraged to project their own sense of causality and passage of time, turning the 

gutters of the comics into spaces of “constitutive absences.”  This requires the reader to 134

become an active participant in the narrative by turning absences in the text into substance, as 

they “mentally construct a continuous unified reality” since comics typically jump through 

significant periods of time between panels that the reader needs to fill in for themselves.  For 135

instance, consider the panels depicted in Figure 11. Over 100 years pass between the 2 panels on 

the left that illustrate the establishment of the Residential School system and the panel on the 

right that comments on the long term generational effects of assimilation and colonization. The 

reader of the comic must bridge the gap between these panels to understand that the contents of 

the panel on the right — two Native American men watching a TV show with stereotypically 

“Indian” characters while drinking alcohol, surrounded by contradictory symbols like the 
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Canadian flag and a cross  — are all directly causally related to the panels on the left. This 

necessitates that the reader be an active participant in the story — engaging with the text by 

filling in the gap left by the text itself in order to see this relationship as one of cause and effect. 

 Furthermore, some argue that the level of engagement necessitated by the process of 

closure is particularly useful for social justice activism as it creates a space for the reader to 

experience “closure as conscientization.”  To expand, in non-Indigenous scholar Sean 136

Carleton’s article, “Drawn to Change: Comics and Critical Consciousness,” he argues that 

comics such as Hill’s 500 Years of Resistance Comic can be a strategic tool in bringing about 

“conscientization.” In his use of the term “conscientization,” Carelton draws on the work of 

philosopher Paulo Freire, who defines conscientization as as a “critical engagement with 

understanding of the world that leads people to actively reject established rationalizations of 

unequal power relations and oppression.”  Therefore, by combining Paulo Freire’s 137

conceptualization of “conscientization” with the concept of “closure” in comics, Carleton makes 

 Carleton, 164.136

 Ibid., 31.137
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Fig. 11: The lengthy history 
of the residential school 
system summarized in 3 
panels Hill, Gord, The 500 
Years of Resistance Comic, 
(Arsenal Pulp Press, 2010): 
61.



the case that readers of comics are prompted to see themselves as part of the story and become 

empowered to act. Thus, because of the nature of closure in comics that necessitates that the 

reader forge a connection between panels to render the narrative cohesive, the reader is prompted 

to see themselves as part of the ongoing story and legacy of colonialism within the comics that 

engage with this theme, and are thus likely to experience “closure as conscientization.” 

 However, it is also worth considering Carleton’s claim that Hill’s book offers readers “a 

decolonizing sense of closure” and encourages a “shift in consciousness from colonized common 

sense to a decolonized form of good practical sense…”  While it is possible that reading works 138

like Hill’s can be seen as working in the service of decolonization, the way Carleton employs the 

word “decolonizing” takes this for granted as he does not make any link to how reading Hill’s 

book works to bring about the “repatriation of Indigenous land and life.”  The danger of 139

labeling reading a comic as “decolonizing” lies in the potential to feel as though enough has been 

done through this act, thus avoiding larger decolonizing actions that need to take place, which 

Eve Tuck and Wayne K. Yang specifically caution against in their article “Decolonization is not a 

Metaphor.” However, this does not mean that comics like Hill’s cannot help to challenge readers 

to confront their own complicity in ongoing colonialism or inspire readers to join the struggle 

against colonialism. In fact, discounting seemly smaller actions like reading and producing 

comics about Indigenous resistance not only risks creating a sense of powerlessness among their 

creators, but also ignores the potential of micro-actions to subtlety shift attitudes and actions.  140
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Its difficult to know which of the many actions available will be the one to finally end the 

construction of pipelines on Indigenous territory or restore traditional lands, and it is because of 

this that we must consider the role each seemingly small action can play in this broader project. 

 The influence of Hill’s comics is abundantly clear in the work of Tahltan First Nations 

artist Cole Pauls and his Dakwäkãda Warriors comic series.  Dakwäkãda Warriors features 141

two Indigenous power rangers named Wolf and Raven who are engaged in a fight against an evil 

pioneer and a Sasquatch and use language revitalization to save the earth from evil.  Pauls has 142

claimed to be strongly influenced by Hill’s art, something that is clear in both the themes and 

visual style of his comic art (see Figure 12).  

 Tristan Ahtone, “Indigenous comics push back against hackneyed stereotypes,” High Country News, 141
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Fig. 12: A panel from Dakwäkãda Warriors 
including both Southern Tutchone and English 
translations. Cole Pauls, Dakwäkãda Warriors, 
2019.
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The primary objective of Dakwäkãda Warriors is the revitalization of the Southern Tutchone 

language, as both Southern Tutchone and English translations are provided on each page of the 

comic. While creating the comic, Pauls worked closely with community language preservers to 

consult on the comic’s themes as well as assist with translation. Pauls’ has stated that working on 

the comic and learning more of the Southern Tutchone language has helped him to “have more of 

a connection back home.”  Through the creation of these texts, Pauls was able to forge a deeper 143

connection with the Southern Tutchone language while, at the same time, providing an 

opportunity for his readers to connect with and learn from the language as well. Overall, the 

creation of comic art by both Hill and Pauls is demonstrative of the nature of visual sovereignty 

as, while both artists resist colonial representations of indigeneity, at the same time they celebrate 

Indigenous aesthetics and work towards the revival of Indigenous languages.  

 In conclusion, by presenting the history of Indigenous resistance to colonization in comic 

book form, Hill works to engage the reader in a way that prompts them to critically think about 

how history is constructed and how these constructions work to benefit some and marginalize 

others. By problematizing this history, Hill’s comics talk back to other nationalist superhero 

comics that present the settler-state as benevolent and normalize settler-colonialism. 

Furthermore, focusing his entire comic on the tradition of Indigenous resistance is, in itself, an 

act of visual sovereignty that highlights and celebrates the role of Indigenous peoples as water 

and land protectors and advocates for an expansion of Indigenous cultural and political power 

through this resistance. As well, due to the level of engagement required to read comics, these 

 Jackie Hong, "Dakwäkãda Warriors comic series collected into new book” Yukon News, https://143
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realizations may work as a strategy of conscientization that prompts the reader to see themselves 

as both the products and the potential agents of change regarding the colonization of the 

Americas. While it is still vital to not take for granted that reading comics like Hill’s will de-

facto result in decolonization, it may at least encourage readers to begin imagining what 

decolonization might look like and what their role in bringing it about may be.  
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Case Study 2 — (Re)Framing the Present: David Alexander Robertson’s 

Betty: The Helen Betty Osborne Story 

 In October of 2018, the Alberta Education Board classified the graphic novel Betty: The 

Helen Betty Osborne Story, authored by David Alexander Robertson and illustrated by Scott B. 

Henderson, as “not recommended” for use.  This is not the first time Robertson’s works have 144

been censored — just two months prior, the Edmonton Public School Board posted a review of 

his 7 Generations graphic novel series on their webpage entitled “Books to Weed Out,” their 

reason being that the series contains “sensitive subject matter and visual inferencing of abuse 

regarding residential schools” and would require “pre- and post-conversations with students.”    145

 David Alexander Robertson, a Swampy Cree author based in Manitoba, has written 

numerous graphic novels and children’s books focused on educating youth on Indigenous history 

and contemporary Indigenous issues. Around the same time Robertson’s books were being 

censored, the Alberta school board received criticism for authoring a quiz question in which 

students were asked the question: “A positive effect of residential school was?”  The ignorance 146

and racism that allowed this to happen are exactly what Robertson and Henderson work to 

counter with their graphic novel Betty, as they unpack the ways that sexism, racism, and 

indifference all contributed to Helen Betty Osborne’s murder as well as the current ongoing crisis 
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of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG). This chapter will consider 

how Robertson and Henderson’s graphic novel Betty: The Helen Betty Osborne Story works in 

the service of visual sovereignty by valuing and validating Indigenous perspectives and evoking 

responsibility and self-reflexivity on the part of the reader. 

 To briefly summarize, Betty tells the true story of Helen Betty Osborne, a Cree high 

school student who was abducted and murdered near The Pas, Manitoba on November 13, 1971. 

Osborne left Norway House, a Cree community in northern Manitoba, at the age of 17 to pursue 

her education in the hopes of one day becoming a teacher, and attended Guy Hill Residential 

School in The Pas. Betty’s story is seen through the eyes of Aiden, a young adult who reads an 

article on social media about a local Indigenous woman who has gone missing in the present and 

is prompted to learn more about the crisis of MMIWG — beginning with Betty’s story. 

 In Cherokee writer Thomas King’s The Truth About Stories, he invokes his audience to 

“take [this] story…its yours. Do with it what you will. Tell it to friends. Turn it into a television 

movie. Forget it. But don’t say in the years to come that you would have lived your life 

differently if only you had heard this story. / You’ve heard it now.”  With this quote, King lays 147

out the role stories can play in undermining ignorance as, having heard the story, the listener 

must respond in one way or another. The listener can apply the teachings of the story to their life, 

ignore them, share them with others but, regardless of how they respond, they can no longer 

maintain claims of ignorance. This is significant because settler-colonialism relies on a cycle of 

willful ignorance being actively performed.  One can see this ignorance performed in Dana 148

 Thomas King, The truth about stories: A native narrative. (House of Anansi, 2003): 29.147
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Claxton’s installation piece, The Red Paper from 1996.  This work involves a film in which 149

two Indigenous actors undercut non-Indigenous representations of Canadian history, noting the 

“savagery” of colonialism while the non-Indigenous actors repeatedly mutter “I did not know, I 

did not know.” This response of “I did not know” rings true as the familiar default response of 

settlers when faced with exposure to colonial atrocities against Indigenous peoples, especially in 

the case of MMIWG. This process of ignoring the truth, erasing it from our memory, and 

banning it from schools is the exact process by which settler colonialism is normalized and 

allowed to continue.  150

 The official inquiry into Osborne’s death and sexual assault argued that it was the result 

of “racism, sexism, and indifference.”  The report also notes that “many people in the town of 151

The Pas learned the identity of those responsible, some within a very short time after the murder, 

but chose to do nothing about it. It was suggested that because Osborne was an Indigenous 

woman, the townspeople considered the murder unimportant.”  This report clearly shows the 152

culture of silence surrounding Osborne’s death in order to protect those who murdered her. In 

fact, the report notes that, in the initial stages of the investigation, Osborne’s Indigenous friends 

were the ones suspected of her murder.  The police did receive one note that implicated three of 153

the four men who were found to have murdered Osborne but claimed they did not have sufficient 

evidence to bring charges against them, demonstrating the cycle of willful ignorance surrounding 

her murder. This culture of silence was not broken until sixteen years after her death when one of 
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the men, Dwayne Archie Johnson, was convicted for her murder. The other three were not 

convicted for various reasons — Lee Colgan was granted immunity for his testimony; James 

Houghton was acquitted, and Norm Manger was never brought to trial. Even during the trial, 

Johnson maintained this culture of silence as he never took to the stand in his own defence 

during the trial and, when asked to speak at the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry, he refused.   154

 This silence, ignorance, and indifference continues to permeate the present, as scholars 

such as Kara Granzow and Amber Dean have referred to the crisis of MMIWG in Canada as a 

“public secret,” where there is both a collective awareness of violence against Indigenous women 

as well as an ongoing disavowal of the colonial nature of said violence.  This became even 155

clearer when the Final Report of the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous 

Women and Girls was released, and categorized the crisis as a “genocide.” The report states: 

The violence the National Inquiry heard about amounts to a race-based genocide 
of Indigenous Peoples, including First Nations, Inuit and Métis, which especially 
targets women, girls, and 2SLGBTQQIA people. This genocide has been 
empowered by colonial structures, evidenced notably by the Indian Act, the 
Sixties Scoop, residential schools and breaches of human and Indigenous rights, 
leading directly to the current increased rates of violence, death, and suicide in 
Indigenous populations.  156

However, many settlers took issue with its use of the term “genocide” to categorize the crisis, 

with one opinion piece in the Globe and Mail making the statement that: “The inquiry’s 

conclusion that Canada is a genocidal state lines up with the distortion of language characterizing 
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much of contemporary political discourse.”  The outrage many settlers had over the use of this 157

term is further evidence of the disavowal of the colonial nature of the MMIWG crisis.   

 While the use of the term “genocide” may appear as an overreaction in the eyes of some 

settlers, it is important to note that it is the correct framework to understand the crisis of 

MMIWG. The United Nations Genocide Convention defines genocide as  

…any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or 
in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: Killing 
members of the group; Causing serious bodily or mental harm to 
members of the group; Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of 
life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; 
Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; Forcibly 
transferring children of the group to another group.  158

While it is common to conceive of genocide exclusively as mass killing, each of the 

aforementioned acts are a part of conducting genocide, and each of these acts have been imposed 

upon Indigenous women and girls, and each of these acts is evidence of the genocidal nature of 

the MMIWG crisis. Furthermore, while the requirement of having “intent to destroy” may appear 

difficult to evaluate, the MMIWG Report notes that states “do not have specific intent. 

Individuals have specific intent. States have policy. The term specific intent is used to describe 

the inquiry, but its real subject is State policy.”  The colonial nature of genocide, in this case, is 159

more difficult to recognize, as it takes the form of slow, structural, and systemic acts of the 

Canadian settler state since its inception, but it is more certainly present. 

 Erna Paris, “The report on missing and murdered Indigenous women was searing and important, 157

marred only by its inaccurate genocide charge,” Globe and Mail, June 6, 2019, https://
www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-the-mmiwg-report-was-searing-and-important-marred-only-
by-its/

 “Report of the International Commission of Inquiry on Darfur to the United Nations Secretary 158

General” (Geneva: UN, 2005).
 National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls. 2019. “Supplementary 159

Report: Legal Analysis of Genocide”. https://www.mmiwg-ffada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/
SupplementaryReport_Genocide.pdfhttps://www.mmiwg-ffada.ca/.
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 In response to this ignorance and indifference, a number of Indigenous artistic practices, 

including Betty, take steps towards attacking the ideological structures that perpetuate and 

naturalize settler-colonial violence, therefore breaking down this culture of silence and 

ignorance. Another notable piece of art-activism that confronts this silence is The REDress 

Project by Jamie Black, a Métis multidisciplinary artist. The REDress Project was, in part, 

inspired by Helen Betty Osborne as the artist previously worked near The Pas, Manitoba, the site 

of Osborne’s murder.  The installation features approximately 600 red dresses hung in trees to 160

mark the absence of MMIWG and was followed by numerous installations around Canada.  161

These artistic projects address the same issues that concern activists, however, “while activism 

aims to accomplish material social change, culture fosters critical consciousness by attending to 

the meanings of history and social relationships and imagining political possibilities.”  Calling 162

attention to this absence — both the absence of the MMIWG and the absence of recognition of 

the colonial nature of this violence — asserts the active presence of MMIWG and thus helps to 

foster a sense of “critical consciousness.”   163

 What The REDress Project and Betty have in common is their ability to reach those who 

either cannot or would not otherwise be willing to learn about the crisis of MMIWG and 

contemporary Indigenous issues. Notably, The REDress Project did not begin in a museum but in 

the public space of the University of Winnipeg campus, claiming this public space to assert the 

 Shelly Johnson and Alessandra Santos. "REDressing Invisibility and Marking Violence Against  160

Indigenous Women in the Americas Through Art, Activism and Advocacy." First Peoples  Child & Family 
Review 7.2 (2012): 105

 Jamie Black, “About the REDress Project.” Indigenous Foundations. The University of British  161

Columbia, 2011. www.redressproject.org
 Cheryl Suzack, Shari M. Huhndorf, Jeanne Perreault, and Jean Barman, eds. Indigenous women  162

and feminism: Politics, activism, culture. (UBC Press, 2010): 12.
 Gerald Robert Vizenor, Fugitive poses: Native American Indian scenes of absence and presence.  163

(U of Nebraska Press, 2000): 15.
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present absence of MMIWG. By claiming the University of Winnipeg campus as a space for this 

project, Black disrupts potential settler claims to “not knowing” on the basis that Indigenous 

issues have been considered easier for non-Indigenous Canadians to ignore because they were 

taking place on reserves that are secluded from city-centres. Similarly, Betty is unique in its form 

as it is one of the few works to address the issue of MMIWG that is targeted towards youth and 

because it makes use of the uniquely engaging graphic novel format. The graphic novel form 

makes Betty uniquely accessible as graphic novels have a “visual permanence” to them, giving 

the reader some control over how they engage with the work and access the story.  This is 164

especially useful for emotionally difficult issues like MMIWG because it allows the reader the 

time they need to process the information. Overall, Indigenous artistic practices like Betty and 

The REDress Project bring Indigenous issues into the public consciousness through their 

uniquely accessible and engaging forms and thus work against the ideological structures that 

maintain the crisis of MMIWG as a “public secret.” 

 Providing a form for Indigenous authors to tell Indigenous stories themselves is an 

important anecdote to the mainstream media’s tendency to act as gatekeeper to knowledge 

regarding MMIWG. Firstly, it is important to note that the level of reporting on MMIWG is three 

and a half times less when compared with white women, and often accompanied by smaller 

photos.  Mainstream media coverage of MMIWG is often marked by “strategic silences” as 165

they fail to be portrayed as active agents and are frequently silenced as victims.  These 166

 Gene Yang, "Graphic novels in the classroom." Language arts 85.3 (2008): 188.164

 Kristen Gilchrist, “‘Newsworthy' victims? Exploring differences in Canadian local press   165

coverage of missing/murdered Aboriginal and White women." Feminist media    
studies 10.4 (2010): 382.

 Debbie Wise Harris, "Colonizing Mohawk women: Representation of women in the mainstream  166

media." RFR Resources for Feminist Research 20.1/2 (1991): 16.
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“strategic silences” contribute to the representations of MMIWG as deserving of the violence 

done to them.  In the case of Indigenous sex workers, the media also often frames them in ways 167

that imply criminality, by featuring their mug shots for example, and ignoring any aspects of 

these women’s lives that would humanize them.  These media portrayals spread the 168

misconception that most of the MMIWG are sex workers when, in fact, only 20% were involved 

in sex work, demonstrating that their Indigenous identity “is an even greater risk factor than are 

at-risk occupations themselves.”  Furthermore, comics like Nelvana of the Northern Lights 169

present Indigenous women as hyper-sexualized and thus sexually available and can therefore be 

seen as complicit in the racism and stereotyping that contributes to the crisis of MMIWG in the 

first place. The implications of these representations are clearly illustrated in Betty, as the 

comments below the social media post of a missing Indigenous woman reflects the ignorance 

and racial stereotyping that is perpetuated through the media (see Figure 13).  

  

 Yasmin Jiwani and Mary Lynn Young. "Missing and murdered women: Reproducing    167

marginality in news discourse." Canadian Journal of Communication 31.4 (2006): 899.
 Amber Dean, Remembering Vancouver's Disappeared Women: Settler Colonialism and the   168

Difficulty of Inheritance. (University of Toronto Press, 2015): 86.
 Marie F. Labrecque, From Ciudad Juarez to the Highway of Tears: These Aboriginal Women Murdered 169

With Complete Impunity. (Montreal: DIALOG, 2014): 7.
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Fig. 13: Henderson illustrates racial 
stereotyping and hatred towards 
Indigenous women on social media. 
Robertson, David Alexander and Scott 
Henderson, Betty: The Helen Betty 
Osborne Story. Portage & Main Press, 
2015, 1.



Furthermore, a study of mainstream Canadian news media coverage of MMIWG found that 

media headlines often avoid naming and refer to MMIWG in impersonal ways — a process 

which Betty explicitly confronts within its very title.  The media also often fails to make any 170

connections between the MMIWG crisis to the ongoing normalization of the settler-state.   The 171

tendency of these news narratives to focus on violence creates a culture of spectacle around 

MMIWG by providing easily consumable narratives of suffering as form of “consumer 

cannibalism.”  Through this, they negate the systemic colonial causes of Indigenous women’s 172

suffering through decontextualization and reduce their subject to objects to be consumed. 

 In telling Betty’s story, a benefit of the comic form is the way that the gutter functions as 

a “constitutive absence.”  This can be seen on the final page of Betty, which illustrates Aiden’s 173

face transposed over a protest concerning the crisis of MMIWG where the speaker asks “…but 

what can we do?” and, in the following panel, Aiden shares the Facebook post asking for help in 

locating an Indigenous woman named Amanda Sinclair (see Figure 14).  The reader is left to 

infer on their own that Aiden attended this protest and is responding to this call to action by 

spreading information about MMIWG on social media. This necessitates that the reader be an 

active participant in the story — engaging with the text by filling in the gap left by the text itself. 

Since this form evokes the reader’s own agency, it allows them to enter into an ethical 

relationship with the text itself, as the text is no longer the sole property of the author and 

illustrator but it is also created, in part, by the reader. Furthermore, this is also complimentary to 

 Gilchrist, 380.170

 Daniel Drache, Fred Fletcher, and Coral Voss. "What the Canadian Public is Being Told about   171

the more than 1200 Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women and First Nations Issues: A Content and 
Context Analysis of Major Mainstream Canadian Media, 2014-2015." (2016): 3.

 bell hooks, Black looks: Race and representation. (South East Press, Bosta, MM, 1992): 31.172

 Chute, 35.173
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the process of experiencing “closure as conscientization,” since the reader must fill in the gap 

between Aiden attending the protest in which he decides to take action by way of social media, 

their own path to taking action is implicated in this process. This is of particular importance in 

the case of Betty as the book itself is a call to action — a call to end the indifference the led to 

Osborne’s murder and the murder of over 1200 MMIWG to this day. However, it is important to 

note that, while indifference plays a role in creating the conditions for the crisis of MMIWG, the 

murder of Osborne and other MMIWG are brutal acts of violence motivated by anti-Indigenous 

racism and sexism. While graphic novels like Betty are likely incapable of intervening in these 

violent acts directly, they work strategically to counter the indifference that creates the conditions 

for the MMIWG crisis and the genocidal policies of the settler state to continue. 
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Fig. 14: Aiden takes up the call to 
action.  Robertson, David Alexander 
and Scott Henderson, Betty: The 
Helen Betty Osborne Story. Portage 
& Main Press, 2015, 30.



 In Unsettling the Settler Within, settler scholar Paulette Regan argues that the work of 

decolonization can no longer rely on the work of Indigenous peoples, yet, “when non-Native 

Canadians talk about reconciliation in other than a strictly legal sense, the tendency is to speak 

solely of the need for Native people to heal themselves and reconcile with us so that the country 

can put this history behind it and move forward.”  Therefore, this responsibility and self-174

reflexivity is especially important for non-Indigenous readers as they are the ones who must take 

up this call to unlearn the racism, sexism, and indifference that brought about Osborne’s murder 

and the murder of numerous Indigenous women since her death. For instance, much of the 

violence in Betty is only implied as it takes place outside of the comic panels. The panel 

depicting her murder only includes illustrations of the word “THUMP” repeatedly — leaving the 

reader to connote the assault Betty endured that led to her murder (see Figure 15).  

This quite explicitly implicates the readers’ own responsibility for violence against Indigenous 

women and the constant claims of settlers that they are not responsible for colonialism and its 

 Regan, 60.174
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Fig. 15: The visual representation of 
Osborne’s murder. Robertson, David 
Alexander and Scott 
Henderson, Betty: The Helen Betty 
Osborne Story. Portage & Main 
Press, 2015, 28.



resultant excesses — undermining any claims to apathy or indifference they may have felt prior 

to reading the text. As well, with this panel Robertson and Henderson avoid aestheticizing 

Osborne’s trauma and thus maintain her dignity and privacy.  175

 Furthermore, Betty directly confronts and challenges the way news outlets frequently 

filter the subject of MMIWG through a colonial lens that is more concerned with documenting 

the demise and cultural assimilation of Indigenous peoples by dedicating much of the graphic 

novel to documenting her life as a hard working and ambitious person who longed to one day 

become a teacher. The personal narrative in the comic renders her eventual death in the text all 

the more tragic, reminding the reader that every single one of the “numbers” of MMIWG 

corresponds to a human life of someone who was a vital part of their community and whose life 

was extinguished in an unconscionable way. As well, the decision to contextualize Osborne’s 

story within a present-day frame demonstrates that the legacies of settler-colonization can not be 

confined to the category of history, as settler-colonialism is still an ongoing process. While 

Osborne’s story is most well-known for leading to the 1991 Report of the Aboriginal 

Justice Inquiry of Manitoba which, in turn, resulted in several changes in the way the justice 

system functioned — contextualizing Osborne’s murder within the current crisis of MMIWG 

makes it clear that these changes are not remotely enough. The reader is made to realize that 

there is still a Canada-wide struggle to fight for MMIWG who are targets of racist and sexist 

predatory violence. Therefore, the reader has a responsibility to act and, as Robertson writes, 

“the call of this story is to realize that one person can make a difference and, indeed, should feel 

personally responsible to contribute to the betterment of society…I ask you upon closing the 

 Langston, 115.175
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pages of this graphic novel, to contribute to the elimination of racism, sexism and 

indifference.”  176

 Opening and closing the story with the creation of a monument to honour the loss of over 

1200 Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girl makes it clear that these are not 

isolated incidents of murder but an ongoing genocide. Furthermore, bookending Betty with a 

protest against the MMIWG crisis is a direct call to action for the reader to get involved. While 

the target audience for this text is youth and there may be barriers to their ability to physically 

attend protests, Betty makes it clear that activism can come in all forms including sharing the 

message of MMIWG on social media or discussing it with peers. After reading this text, readers 

are obligated to respond in to it in some way — whether that be by attending protests, sharing a 

post on social media, lending this book to a friend, or reading to learn more about the crisis — 

but remaining an ignorant bystander and claiming to “not know” is no longer an option. 

 Furthermore, while Robertson engages with colonialism by responding to the crisis of 

MMIWG, the text goes beyond being solely determined by colonialism through its centring of 

relationships.  Daniel Heath Justice argues that “relationship is the impetus behind the vast 177

majority of texts by Indigenous writers — relationship to land, to human community, to self…to 

our histories and futures — and that these literary works offer us insight and sometimes helpful 

pathways for maintaining, rebuilding, or even simply establishing these meaningful 

connections.”  Importantly, the teachers guide that comes with Betty asks teachers to set the 178

context for readings by locating and indicating the Norway House Cree Nation and The Pas/

 Robertson, 31.176

 Justice, xix.177

 Justice, Ibid.178
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Opaskwayak Cree Nation on a map. This is an important step in grounding the reading in 

Indigenous perspectives and relationships with the land. As Leanne Simpson articulates 

"Indigenous education is not Indigenous or education from within our intellectual traditions 

unless it comes through the land, unless it occurs in an Indigenous context using Indigenous 

processes”  Furthermore, the guide also encourages learning by consulting a source external to 179

the comic book itself, such as a poem or song by an Indigenous author or artist. This is 

demonstrative of the fact that, while comics are one useful mode for learning about Indigenous 

culture, they should not be the only source of knowledge, and this offers readers a pathway to 

continue to explore and celebrate Indigenous art beyond the pages of this book. 

 Notably, Betty also centres the use of Cree language, drawing Betty with a speech bubble 

include the following statement: “Kawapamekawen, Nekwawe,” and including the translation, 

“See you mother,” at the bottom on the panel.  Through this inclusion, Robertson calls 180

attention to the colonial erasure of Indigenous languages and highlights the importance of 

rebuilding Indigenous peoples relationship with these languages. Linda Tuhwai Smith notes that 

the importance of revitalizing Indigenous languages lies in the fact that these languages carry 

culture and ways of knowing and relating within them.  However, not all inclusions of Cree 181

language in the book are translated for the reader, as is the case with the word “Ekosi” which is 

said by Betty’s friend without any accompanying translation.  Through this, Robertson uses 182

language to trouble the boundaries between different readers of this book as the word’s meaning 

 Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, "Land as pedagogy: Nishnaabeg intelligence and rebellious   179

transformation." Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education & Society 3.3 (2014). 9.
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remains hidden to those who cannot read Cree — making clear that understanding the entirety of 

the lived experience of indigeneity will always be limited in some way for non-Indigenous 

peoples. This does not mean that developing greater cultural understanding is entirely 

unattainable, as non-Cree speaking readers can still make use of the visual and verbal cues to 

make sense of the story or even reach out to a Cree speaker to translate the phrase for them. 

Overall, this demonstrates that developing a common understanding between Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous peoples is still possible, while symbolically representing the inability for non-

Indigenous peoples to ever fully know experience that is not their own. Through this attention to 

language, Betty encourages the building and repairing of relationships to language in a way that 

enacts visual sovereignty. 

 Overall, Betty demonstrates how Indigenous comic books can be read in a way that 

impacts social change in the present through the process of “closure as conscientization.” While 

it is still vital to not take for granted that reading more Indigenous literature will de-facto result 

in reconciliation or decolonization, there is still immense potential for readers to engage in the 

kind of learning that may help reconciliation and decolonization to proceed. This is done in 

Betty, in particular, by engaging the reader as an act part of the story as well as encouraging them 

to build relationships beyond the text itself — by sharing the story with others, by attending a 

protest, by learning about the land the story takes place on, by learning their traditional 

Indigenous language, or by engaging with art from other Indigenous artists. By prioritizing the 

valuing and validating Indigenous perspectives, Betty intervenes in the representations of  

Indigenous women and girls in popular news media and settler comics while remaining 
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connected to other Indigenous modes of cultural understanding in a way that is consistent with 

visual sovereignty. 
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Case Study 3 — (Re)Framing the Future: Chelsea Vowel’s kitaskinaw 2350 

 The history of Indigenous representation within the science fiction genre is not indifferent 

to the history of Indigenous representation in settler comics. Rebecca Roanhorse, an Ohkay 

Owingeh and African-American science fiction writer, observes that science fiction often “reads 

like colonial fantasy – conquering planets, hostile natives, the individual against the harsh terrain 

of a distant world. Even earth-based science fiction, like the new HBO series Westworld, seems 

to play out its future imaginings on the backs of Natives.”  In these narratives, when 183

Indigenous characters are included, they frequently inhabit the “frozen in time” trope, similar to 

the aforementioned trope Michael Sheyashe observed in settler comics.  The relative absence 184

of Indigenous characters from science fiction, as well as their tendency to be portrayed as stuck 

in the past, constitutes a removal of Indigenous people from speculation about the future. This, in 

turn, suggests that there is simply no future in being Indigenous — mirroring the eliminatory 

function of settler colonialism. 

 Métis scholars Molly Swain and Chelsea Vowel have devoted significant time to 

discussing and deconstructing the colonial nature of science fiction media on their podcast Métis 

in Space. When writing about their inspiration for starting a podcast on Indigenous 

representation in science fiction, Vowel and Swain explained: 

We quickly learned that stereotypes of Indigenous peoples were specifically 
designed to re-create us as mythical, disappearing, and backwards peoples who 
were stuck in the past, and so could not have a future. The colonial regime’s 

 Rebecca Roanhorse, Elizabeth LaPensée, Johnnie Jae, and Darchi Little Badger. 2018. “Decolonizing 183

Science Fiction and Imagining Futures: An Indigenous Futurisms Roundtable.” Strange Horizons, http://
strangehorizons.com/non-fiction/articles/decolonizing-science-fiction-and-imagining-futures-an-
indigenous-futurisms-roundtable/
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In Ecocriticism and Indigenous Studies, Routledge, 2016., 47.
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inability to picture Indigenous peoples as existing into the future meant that all 
legal and policy decisions were organized around the basic idea that we would 
not be around for that much longer, and the regime and its corporate puppeteers 
were simultaneously trying to ensure exactly that by taking the lands, children, 
and languages of our ancestors.  185

They continue to explain that “naming and discussing these stereotypes was the first step to 

overcoming them.”  However, while Swain and Vowel approach science fiction with a critical 186

eye, they also do so as self-proclaimed fans of the genre and writers of science fiction 

themselves. In fact, the aforementioned quote comes from an “interview” which is, in actuality, a 

piece of science fiction in which Vowel and Swain are communicating to the interviewer from 

the year 2314  — a future in which the Métis in Space podcast played a role in the “great 

interplanetary decolonization of 2135.”  187

 Like comics, science fiction also offers Indigenous creators an opportunity to remediate 

these problematic representations, and Vowel does exactly this in her comic book kitaskinaw 

2350  contained within the This Place: 150 Years Retold edited collection. kitaskinaw 2350 tells 

the story of wâpanacâhkos, an Indigenous girl who is sent back from the future by her Elders to 

present-day Canada in order to witness the ravages of colonization and climate change. While the 

comic certainly addresses the devastating impacts of settler-colonialism in the present, the work 

is in no way determined by colonialism. Rather, Vowel claims that writing this comic is, in fact, 

“an exercise in sovereignty” as Indigenous creators “write ourselves into the future, saying that 

 Chelsea Vowel and Molly Swain, “Nü Moccasin Telegraph Interview with Métis in Space,” Metis in 185

Space Blog, August 2016, http://www.metisinspace.com/blog/2016/8/6/n-moccasin-telegraph-interview-
with-mtis-in-space
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we’re not going to be written out of the story and we’re going to tell our own stories from now 

on.”  188

 Rather than analyzing kitaskinaw 2350 from the perspective of Western science fiction, it 

makes more sense to consider the comic in relation to Indigenous futurism, a term coined by 

Anishinaabe scholar Grace Dillon is her work Walking the Clouds.  Dillon makes the important 189

point that, while the term is new, the practice of Indigenous futurism itself is not, as 

incorporating parallel universes, time travel, and alternative realities is a hallmark of Indigenous 

storytelling.  Indigenous futurism is less concerned with staking a place for Indigenous writers 190

within science fiction than it is within imagining something new entirely — one that enables an 

envisioning of “Native futures, Indigenous hopes, and dreams.”  191

 A notable distinction between Indigenous futurism and Western science fiction is that, 

while Western science fiction tends to be solely concerned with the future, Indigenous futurism is 

“about the past/present/future — the hyper present now” looking “seven generations before, and 

seven generations ahead.”  This notion of time is complementary to the structure of comics 192

because of the way they are able to present time as visually fluid. Video game designer, comic 

book author, and professor of media Elizabeth LaPensée (Anishinaabe, Métis, and Irish) notes 

that Indigenous futurism is “as much about the future as it is about right now.”  As Leanne 193

 Chelsea Vowel, Jennifer Storm, and Scott B. Henderson, “Redrawing the Past, Reimagining the 188
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Simpson wrote in her book, As We Have Always Done, “if we want to create a different future, 

we need to live a different present, so that present can fully marinate, influence, and create 

different futurities. If we want to live in a different present, we have to centre Indigeneity and 

allow it to change us.”  This perspective on time and the consideration of the past/present/194

future all at once is important because, while Western science fiction may speculate about post-

apocalyptic futures, for Indigenous people their present is an ongoing apocalypse. This is a 

sentiment echoed by many Indigenous activists who claim that Indigenous peoples already 

inhabit what their ancestors would have understood as a dystopian future.   195

 While situating the present as an apocalyptic one may evoke a sense of dread, it also 

opens up great opportunity to speculate about what comes after. This means that Indigenous 

futurism can move beyond the trauma narratives and statistics and, instead, imagine new ways of 

being and new kinds of relations in a manner consistent with visual sovereignty. Indigenous 

peoples have already been through their apocalypse and survived to come out the other side and 

it is this survival that is the focus of Vowel’s comic book. This presents an opportunity to, as 

articulated by Daniel Heath Justice, “imagine otherwise” by envisioning a future decolonized 

Earth. In an interview with settler climate activist Naomi Klein, Leanne Simpson argues for the 

importance of this point of view, stating:  

I’m not sure focusing on imminent ecological collapse is motivating Canadians 
to change if you look at the spectrum of climate change denial across society. It 
is spawning a lot of apocalypse movies, but I think it is so overwhelming and 

 Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, As we have always done: Indigenous freedom through radical 194

resistance. (U of Minnesota Press, 2017): 20
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traumatic to think about, that perhaps people shut down to cope. That’s why 
clearly articulated visions of alternatives are so important.  196

Rather than being solely concerned with the crises of the present, Vowel’s work asks the reader 

to participate in imagining colonial terms of engagement out of existence.  

 In Linda Tuhwai Smith’s Decolonizing Methodolgies, she outlines “25 Indigenous 

Projects” that strive to connect Indigenous self-determination, rights, and sovereignty to 

Indigenous-centred research. One of these project is that of “Naming,” which she states involves 

“renaming the world using the original Indigenous names.”  In kitaskinaw 2350, the story’s 197

protagonist is named wâpanacâhkos, a Cree word that contains a multitude of meanings 

according to Vowel, including — dawn star, Venus, land, our planet, and the time it takes for our 

planet to revolve around the sun. As Smith outlines, naming is an essential part of the project of 

decolonization and an important way to do this is through the naming of children, as Indigenous 

names carry the histories of people, places, and events.  Allowing Residential School survivors 198

to reclaim their original names is also the 17th Call to Action in the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission.  Furthermore, in 2018 Vowel wrote an opinion piece entitled “Giving my 199

children Cree names is a powerful act of reclamation” to explain how she has employed this 

practice in her own life by giving her own children Cree names, as the name wâpanacâhkos is 

also the name one of her daughters.  In the article, she highlights some of the resistance she has 200

 Leanne Simpson and Naomi Klein. "Dancing the World into Being: a conversation with Idle No 196

More's Leanne Simpson." Yes Magazine, 2013.
 197

 Smith, 157.198

 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada: 199

Calls to Action, 2015.
 Chelsea Vowel, “Giving my children Cree names is a powerful act of reclamation,” CBC    200
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faced to giving her children Cree names and the history of Indigenous names being wrongfully 

translated and misspelled in a deliberate attempt to erase Indigenous cultures. To this day, many 

provinces do not allow characters from non-English alphabets, requiring removing accents from 

the name and changing the meaning of the word entirely. Furthermore, provincial restrictions 

require official birth certificates to include a surname, with officials claiming that single names 

are “too confusing.” In kitaskinaw 2350, wâpanacâhkos introduces herself in 2012 with her Cree 

name and no accompanying surname and is met with some confusion, but she is unfazed as she 

lives in a decolonized future where Indigenous naming practices are normalized rather than 

derided as “too confusing” (see Figure 16) 

 The inclusion of Indigenous languages goes beyond naming practices, as Vowel also 

includes a significant number of words in the Plains Cree Y Dialect (nêhiyawêwin) throughout 

the comic. However, while some words are translated within the panel, others are simply spelled 

phonetically at the bottom of the panel to aid in pronunciation. Like Robertson’s comic, the 

inclusion of Cree words without translation reserves some of the understanding of the story for 
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Fig. 16: Confusion arises when 
wâpanacâhkos explains she has no 
surname. Vowel, Chelsea and Scott 
B. Henderson, kitaskinaw 2350, 
Portage & Main Press, 2019.   



those who can speak Indigenous languages. This practice works to map out the boundaries 

between different readers in regards to their understanding of the Cree language, while the 

pronunciation guide offers every reader an equal opportunity to participate in learning more 

about the language. While wâpanacâhkos comes from a future where she and all of her peers are 

fluent in their Indigenous language, the inclusion of Indigenous languages in these comic books 

and other works of Indigenous literature offers just one path to get closer to this reality. 

 However, Vowel did admit to struggling with how to write this book both for an 

Indigenous audience and for those who don’t have an Indigenous background.  In a panel 201

discussion, she claimed that a large concern of hers was what information she should give so that 

knowledge is not extracted. The fear of knowledge extraction was echoed by Leanne Simpson in 

an interview in which she characterizes her relationship with settlers as follows:  

Let’s take whatever teachings you might have that would help us right 
out of your context, right away from your knowledge holders, right out of 
your language, and integrate them into this assimilatory mindset. It’s the 
idea that traditional knowledge and indigenous peoples have some sort of 
secret of how to live on the land in a non-exploitive way that broader 
society needs to appropriate.  202

Vowel strategically uses the comic book form to preempt this by adopting a show-don’t-tell 

approach. For example, the tool for time travel used by wâpanacâhkos is a Shaking Tent (see 

Figure 17). Vowel allows the Shaking Tent to be illustrated on the page and it is clear that this is 

wâpanacâhkos mode of time travel but she does not explain its significance to the reader, 

reserving the significance for Indigenous readers who are familiar with Cree ceremonies. As a 

settler myself, it’s likely that Vowel included a number of these objects that I am unable to 

 Vowel, “Redrawing the Past, Reimagining the Future: Indigenous Comics Today.” 201

 Simpson and Klien.202
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identify simply because they were not put there for me to know. This gives myself, and many 

other non-Indigenous readers the experience of feeling outside of literature for a change.  

 Furthermore, by casting the Shaking Tent as a mode of time travel, Vowel challenges  

“notions of what constitutes advanced technology and consequently advanced civilizations.”  203

Not only does this speak back to the notion that Indigenous ceremonial traditions and sacred 

objects are somehow primitive or frozen in time, as presented in numerous settler comics, but it 

calls into question settler understanding of “advanced technology.” While Linda Tuhwai Smith 

ask us to reconsider that notion that “history is about development,” the same principle extends 

to technology, as technologies become regarded as “less primitive,” the further these 

technologies advance the more they are associated with civility and rationality.  However, 204

advanced technologies that centre on resource extraction are, in fact, part of the present 

apocalypse. Instead, Vowel’s Shaking Tent presents a model for an advanced technology that, 

rather than destroy relationships with the earth, is used as a form of knowledge production and 

improving human relationships. 

 Lou Cornum, "The space NDN’s star map." The new inquiry 26 (2015).203

 Smith, 30.204
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Fig. 17: wâpanacâhkos retreats to her 
Shaking Tent. Vowel, Chelsea and 
Scott B. Henderson, kitaskinaw 
2350, Portage & Main Press, 2019.   



 Vowel continues this show-don’t-tell approach when one of the main characters, wári, 

gets a traditional tattoo. Unfortunately, Indigenous tattooing practices have also been subject to 

an extractivist mindset as non-Indigenous people get tribal style tattoos without permission or 

even knowledge of the meaning behind them. Therefore, while Vowel chooses to include an 

illustration of the tattoo wári gets, she keeps any meanings behind the tattoo private (see Figure 

18). Furthermore, wári tells wâpanacâhkos that she is one of many Indigenous people who are 

working to reclaim their tattoos as an act of resurgence and reconnecting to her heritage. As 

Leanne Simpson said, “we need to not just figure out who we are; we need to establish the 

process by which we live who we are” and tattooing is complementary to this process.  The 205

resurgence of Indigenous tattooing practices has recently been explored in the documentary 

series Skindigenous where Indigenous tattoo artists discuss their role in revitalizing a practice 

that has nearly been erased by colonialism. In Season 1, Episode 2, Métis tattoo artist Amy 

Malbeuf explains that the tattoo process itself is a form of healing ceremony between the artist 

and the receiver of the tattoo.  She continues to explain that many Indigenous tattoo artists are 206

not paid with money, instead they are paid with culturally relevant offerings. During the tattooing 

process, an Elder from wâpanacâhkos future appears to tell her “Tattoos were restored after being 

illegal for so many turns! I can’t believe you are witnessing this!…Maybe this is part of 

something bigger…”  This is where the importance of closure comes into play, as the reader 207

needs to work to make the connection between wári’s present tattooing and the future 

wâpanacâhkos is living in where tattooing is widely practiced and celebrated. Through this, 

 Leanne Simpson, Dancing on Our Turtle’s Back: Stories of Nishnaabeg Re-creation, Resurgence, and 205
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Vowel celebrates the current resurgence of Indigenous tattooing practices and prompts the reader 

to consider how restoring these traditions, along with reviving languages and naming practices, 

are part of what makes wâpanacâhkos’ decolonized future possible. 

 kitaskinaw 2350 is also centred around Linda Tuhwai Smith’s principle of “Protecting” 

by having wâpanacâhkos travel to meet the water defenders in their fight against the Dakota 

Access Pipeline (DAPL). Advocates for the DAPL claim that these water protectors are violating 

the rule of law, due to the fact that the pipeline does not cross the reservation of the Standing 

Rock Sioux Tribe. While this may be a true claim according to settler legal systems, this is only 

made possible because of the way settler understanding of land and property renders any 

Indigenous features of landscapes as invisible. However, by following this segment with 

wâpanacâhkos’ return home soon after, Vowel urges her reader to do away with the assumption 

that settler colonial states should or will always exist. Again, while Vowel highlights the ongoing 

dispossession of Indigenous land in the present, she does so in juxtaposition to a future where 

land is seen as more than just a resource to be extracted and asks the reader fill in the blanks.  
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Fig. 18:. wári’s tattoo, Vowel, 
Chelsea and Scott B. Henderson, 
kitaskinaw 2350, Portage & Main 
Press, 2019.   



 In Eve Tuck and Wayne K. Yang’s work, they raise the point that calls for decolonization 

are invariably met with questions such as: “what will decolonization look like? What will happen 

after abolition? What will be the consequences of decolonization for the settler?”  Rather than 208

lay out their answers to these questions, they assert that decolonization is under no obligation to 

answer these questions. Vowel’s comic parallels this work as she brings this imagined 

decolonized future into conversation with the present and leaves any questions or disagreements 

over how to get there unanswered. Vowel’s comic then, can be read as an exercise in imagining a 

decolonization that is only accountable to “Indigenous sovereignty and futurity,” as her 

imagining of a decolonized future acknowledges that these questions do not need to be answered 

in order for decolonization to exist as a framework.  Her comic concludes with wâpanacâhkos 209

saying “they (non-Indigenous people) don’t know its possible to change, but we do.”  With 210

this, while Vowel invites all her readers to participate in this thought experiment, she makes it 

clear that the path forward must be Indigenous-led and involve the restoration of Indigenous 

land, ceremonies, languages, and naming practices at a minimum.  

 Vowel’s comic book is an act of visual sovereignty as it responds to colonialism but it’s 

by no means defined by it. Instead, it is defined by a decolonized future that invites the reader 

participate in imagining the colonial terms of engagement out of existence.  The blank spaces 211

between panels become a space where the reader makes the passage of time happen and, with 

this, imagines what needs to be done in the present to bring about the decolonized future that 

 Tuck and Yang, 35.208
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wâpanacâhkos lives in. However, Vowel is careful to preserve some of this experience and 

knowledge for an Indigenous audience, working to ensure that Indigenous knowledge does not 

become extracted and divorced from its original context and, instead, remains in the hands of 

Indigenous peoples and ensuring the path towards decolonization is Indigenous-led. 
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Conclusion 

 Throughout this thesis, the objective was to consider how comics by Indigenous authors 

tell Indigenous stories in a way that is consistent with visual sovereignty — effectively reframing  

events of the past, present, and future for their reader. One of Linda Tuhwai Smith’s 25 

Indigenous Projects is the project of “Reframing.” She explains the project as follows: 

Reframing is about taking much greater control over the ways in which 
indigenous issues and social problems are discussed and handled. One of the 
reasons why so many of the social problems which beset indigenous 
communities are never solved is that the issues have been framed in a 
particular way. For example, governments and social agencies have failed to 
see many indigenous social problems as being related to any sort of 
history…reframing occurs in other contexts where indigenous people resist 
being boxed and labelled according to categories that do not fit…reframing 
occurs also within the way indigenous people write or engage with theories 
and accounts of what it means to be indigenous. 

It is this project of “Reframing” that many Indigenous artists are taking up in their creation of 

Indigenous comics books. 

 This thesis began with an exploration of how Indigenous peoples have been framed by 

settler comics. While this largely meant Indigenous peoples were simply excluded from 

mainstream comics, the ones they did make an appearance in contain a myriad of problems and 

often perpetuate racialized stereotypes. Furthermore, these problematic representations are not 

just a thing of the past, as the graphic novel series Scalped, for example, is solely focused on the 

story of “Indigenous deficiency” and aligns with the framing of Indigenous issues Smith derides 

in the aforementioned quote. Many other settler comics like Nelvana of the Northern Lights or 

Captain America can also be seen as part of the settler colonial project as they work to normalize 

the settler state and further the idea that the Canadian state is an agent of benevolent paternalism. 
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 In researching comic books by Indigenous creators that focus on Indigenous subject-

matter, this thesis has worked to demonstrate how these comics work pedagogically to engage 

the reader in a way that prompts a critical reframing of how the past, present, and future are 

constructed. This is done, in part, by speaking back to and rejecting the problematic way 

Indigenous peoples are framed in settler comics and mainstream media. Not only do Indigenous 

comic book creators speak back these representations, they also innovate within the genre and 

carve out a space for foregrounding Indigenous sovereignty within it. 

 Gord Hill’s 500 Years of Indigenous Resistance Comic tells the history of the Americas in 

a way that foregrounds Indigenous peoples’ sustained resistance to colonization as a “necessary 

antidote to the conventional history of the Americas.”  Through the text, the reader is engaged 212

in the creation of history itself, encouraged to experience “closure as conscientization” by 

critically rethinking their understanding of history. However, the relevance of Hill’s text is by no 

means confined to the past as he emphasizes and celebrates the ongoing struggle of Indigenous 

resistance while encouraging others to get involved in this resistance. For example, Hill’s work 

has gone on to inspire comic book artist Cole Pauls to take up his “long live the warrior!” call by 

creating his own comic focused on language revitalization. While Hill’s comic can be viewed as 

a response to other texts that oversimplify, ignore, or sensationalize Indigenous resistance, such 

as in a Canadian history book or in the graphic novel series Scalped, its ultimate object is to 

make the story of Indigenous resistance to colonialism available to “anyone willing and 

physically able to look at it.” Through this, Hill fulfils the objective of visual sovereignty by 

advocating for Indigenous cultural and political power and asking his reader to question the 

 Gord Hill, The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book. (Arsenal Pulp Press, 2010): Backcover212
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economic, educational, legal, and cultural conditions that uphold the settler state and how they 

can work to undermine them in the spirit of Indigenous resistance. 

 In David Alexander Robertson’s comic Betty: The Helen Betty Osborne Story, he tells the 

story of Helen Betty Osborne’s murder in dialogue with the ongoing crisis of MMIWG. The 

process of closure in the comic implicates the reader’s responsibility as they develop a visceral 

understanding of how they themselves may be implicated in the genocide of MMIWG and the 

normalization of the settler state. Encouraging self-reflexivity on the part of the reader is 

particularly important in the context of the MMIWG crisis as reactions to this crisis have been 

characterized by a cycle of willful ignorance on the part of the Canadian public — as evidenced 

by the large scale refusal to acknowledge the crisis as a genocide despite the findings of the Final 

Report of the Commission on MMIWG.  While the comic engages with difficult subject matter, 213

its does so in a way that avoids aestheticizing the crisis of MMIWG in a way that speaks back to 

the problematic representations of Indigenous women and girls in settler comics such as Nelvana 

of the Northern Lights as well as other mainstream media. Beyond the ways Betty works to speak 

back to the settler colonial project, it also involves valuing and validating Indigenous 

perspectives throughout the text. This is done, for instance, by focusing on Betty’s life and 

ambitions, centring the use of the Cree language, as well as promoting a reading practice that is 

complementary to oral tradition by allowing the reader to play a role in creating the story and 

entering into an ethical relationship with the text itself. 

 Chelsea Vowel’s kitaskinaw 2350 is an exercise in imaging what is possible when we do 

not presume that settler colonial states should or will always exist. According to Lindsay Nixon, 

 Reclaiming Power and Place: The Final Report of the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered 213

Indigenous Women and Girls
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Cree-Métis-Saulteaux curator and writer, "the future imaginary and its catalogue of science 

fictive imageries affords Indigenous artists a creative space to respond to the dystopian now.”  214

This is exactly what Vowel’s comic does, as her protagonist puts her vision for a decolonized 

future in juxtaposition with the apocalyptic present — prompting the reader to fill in the gaps 

between space and time. Vowel’s comic enacts visual sovereignty as it is an exercise in 

imagining a decolonization that is accountable to “Indigenous sovereignty and futurity” above all 

else.  Importantly, while Vowel creates a space for readers of all backgrounds to engage in this 215

thought experiment, she keeps some of this knowledge protected for an Indigenous audience — 

making it clear that whatever shape the process of decolonization takes, it must be led by 

Indigenous peoples.  

 In light of the active role of the reader in constructing the story while reading comics, it is 

important to consider the need for social responsibility in reading Indigenous comics. The 

assumption that teaching and reading Indigenous literatures is an inherently beneficial or 

benevolent act must be interrogated as the potential positives effects of this work are easily 

undermined if they are not shaped by appropriate methodology. As Sharron, Proulx and Aruna 

Srivastava write:  

It is perfectly possible … to teach Aboriginal literatures in deeply racist, 
colonialist, ahistorical and disrespectful ways— often unintentionally—and … it 
is possible for students and teachers … to read the literature and to take in the 
knowledge of Aboriginal and Indigenous people in such disrespectful and close-
minded ways that it is … more harmful … to read these texts … than not to. We 

 Lindsay Nixon, "Visual cultures of indigenous futurisms." Guts magazine (2016).214
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must pay attention to the how, the process and the pedagogy and not the what, the 
curriculum, the texts, the course outline.  216

This is especially true when considering that the Canadian education system has traditionally 

been a colonizing tool used to destroy Indigenous languages, ways of life, cultural traditions, 

relationships with families and relationships with the land. In the current context, in which the 

norms of the Canadian settler-state routinely perpetuate oppression and violence towards 

Indigenous peoples, it is in fact very easy for colonialism to be perpetuated within reading 

Indigenous literatures. Therefore, no matter how well intentioned a work may be, there is always 

an element of risk that comes along with it. Since comics, in particular, are a collaborative 

medium where the reader is invited to make meaning along with the author, this risk may be 

heightened. However, Indigenous artists are always taking risks with their work and the presence 

of these risks should not keep them from sharing their work with the world. 

 By reframing comics in a way that centres visual sovereignty, Indigenous comics can 

serve an important function for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous readers alike. With this, it is 

vital to not take for granted that reading these comics will de-facto result in decolonization, but 

they may at least prompt readers to begin imagining what decolonization might look like and 

what their role in bringing it about may be. If we wait for the dismantling of colonial structures 

before we focus on rebuilding and critically engaging with Indigenous stories like those 

presented in the works of Indigenous comic creators, we will always be too late.  As Dylan 217

Robinson and Keavy Martin argue, "of the various courses of action available to us, it is difficult 

 Sharron Proulx and Aruna Srivastava. “A Moose in the Corridor: Teaching English, Aboriginal   216
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to know which one to take that might permanently prevent pipelines from being built through the 

territories of Indigenous nations in British Columbia, or that would restore the abilities of 

northern Alberta Indigenous nations to practise their treaty right to harvest, hunt, fish, and trap in 

lands now dominated by the oil sands industries.”  Such ambiguity implies that we must 218

consider the role each action, particularly “aesthetic actions” like the reading of comic books, 

can play in this broader project of bringing about change.   219
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